Title:
Justice and Security Bill – Overarching IA
IA No: MOJ153

Impact Assessment (IA)

Lead department or agency:
Ministry of Justice
Other departments or agencies:
Cabinet Office, Home Office

Stage: Final

Date: 19/06/2012
Source of intervention: Domestic
Type of measure: Primary legislation
Contact for enquiries:
justiceandsecurity@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk

Summary: Intervention and Options

RPC Opinion: RPC Opinion Status

Cost of Preferred (or more likely) Option
Total Net Present
Value

Business Net
Present Value

Net cost to business per
year (EANCB on 2009 prices)

In scope of One-In, Measure qualifies as
One-Out?

£-8m

N/A

N/A

Yes/No

In/Out/zero net cost

What is the problem under consideration? Why is government intervention necessary?

Reform of the civil justice system so that relevant material can be considered by the court in order that
judgments can be reached on their merits (this would reduce the number of cases struck out, or settled) and
to provide reassurance to foreign intelligence-sharing partners of the UK’s ability to prevent disclosure of
intelligence material shared in confidence. Modernisation of judicial, independent and Parliamentary
scrutiny of the security and intelligence agencies to improve public confidence that these agencies are held
fully to account.
What are the policy objectives and the intended effects?

The Government's objectives are to: ensure that the independent and Parliamentary bodies that oversee
the security and intelligence agencies are more credible and effective; ensure relevant information can be
considered by the courts, in order that judgments can be reached on their merits; ensure that the security
and intelligence agencies can continue to work to keep the public safe, without risk that vital intelligence
information or essential international intelligence-sharing relationships will be compromised; and ensure that
executive power can be properly held to account, whilst enabling the Government to properly defend its
actions.
What policy options have been considered, including any alternatives to regulation? Please justify preferred
option (further details in Evidence Base)

The Justice and Security Bill provides for extension of closed material procedures (CMPs) to civil cases in
the High Court, Court of Appeal and Court of Session (with a power to make CMPs available in other civil
proceedings); the transfer of some challenges to immigration decisions to SIAC; a restriction on the
availability of the Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction in cases in which sensitive information is sought; changes
to the status of the Intelligence and Security Committee; and, a broadening of the remit of the Intelligence
and Security Committee and the Intelligence Services Commissioner.
The base case against which the legislative package is examined is one in which there are no changes to
how sensitive cases and intelligence oversight is currently handled in the United Kingdom
Will the policy be reviewed? It will/will not be reviewed. If applicable, set review date: Month/Year
Does implementation go beyond minimum EU requirements?
Yes / No / N/A
Micro
< 20
Small
Medium Large
Are any of these organisations in scope? If Micros not
exempted set out reason in Evidence Base.
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
What is the CO 2 equivalent change in greenhouse gas emissions?
Traded:
Non-traded:
(Million tonnes CO 2 equivalent)
I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that (a) it represents a fair and reasonable view of the
expected costs, benefits and impact of the policy, and (b) that the benefits justify the costs.

Signed by the responsible Minister:

Date:
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19/06/2012

Summary: Analysis & Evidence

Policy Proposal

Description: Extend closed material procedures for civil cases in specified courts; restrict availability of the

Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction in cases in which disclosure of sensitive information is sought; make changes to
the status of the Intelligence and Security Committee; broaden the remit of the Intelligence and Security Committee
and the Intelligence Services Commissioner.
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Price Base
Year 2011

PV Base
Year 2011

COSTS (£m)

Time Period
Years 10

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m)
Low: Optional

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

High: Optional

-8

Best Estimate:

Average Annual

Total Cost

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

2

20

Best Estimate
Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

There would be costs to making closed material procedures (CMPs) available more widely, including
additional Special Advocates; and, judicial and representation costs. There would be new costs if Norwich
Pharmacal applicants chose to challenge the Ministerial certificates issued in order to exempt sensitive
information from disclosure. Broadening the remit of the Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC) and
Intelligence Services Commissioner may lead to an increase in resource requirements.
Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

Concerns have been expressed that any increase in the volume of cases heard by Courts under CMPs will
have a consequential impact on the transparency of the judicial process, legal precedents contained in
closed judgments and media reporting. Restricting Norwich Pharmacal applications where disclosure of
sensitive information is sought may lead to negative impacts on UK nationals and residents; and,
businesses seeking to use that information in foreign proceedings.

BENEFITS (£m)

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

Average Annual

Total Benefit

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

1

12

Best Estimate
Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

The Government would no longer be forced to resort to settling cases which it believes have no merit
because it cannot put its side of the case. There may be savings from a reduction in legal proceedings
costs associated with Norwich Pharmacal proceedings as fewer Norwich Pharmacal cases seeking
sensitive information would be heard in UK courts. The savings would include savings to the judiciary;
special advocate cost savings and legal aid.
Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

The ability for the courts to take into account relevant sensitive information may lead to more informed
judicial decisions on a greater range of Government activity, including matters of significant public interest.
Limiting Norwich Pharmacal is likely to lead to greater certainty about how sensitive material is kept
confidential. Improved protection of sensitive information may lead to resource savings for the intelligence
agencies; and, improved international confidence as foreign Governments will have greater reassurance
that their material is protected. Changing the status of the ISC and and broadening the remit of the ISC and
the Intelligence Services Commissioner may lead to wider benefits to society from enhanced accountability.
Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks

Discount rate (%)

3.5

The assessment of proposals related to treatment of sensitive information is sensitive to assumptions on
volume of civil and Norwich Pharmacal cases; unit cost assumptions for legal representation and judges;
and, responses of non-State party to new procedures. Analysis of oversight proposals is sensitive to
assumptions on costs associated with premises; general staff and, pressures on intelligence agencies.
BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 1)
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:

In scope of OIOO?

Measure qualifies as

Costs:

Yes/No

IN/OUT/Zero net cost

Benefits:

Net:
2

1. INTRODUCTION
1

This Impact Assessment (IA) accompanies the Justice and Security Bill. It assesses the proposals
designed t o r espond t o t he ch allenges of how se nsitive information i s treated i n a range o f ci vil
proceedings; treatment of N orwich P harmacal c ases seeking di sclosure o f se nsitive i nformation;
and oversight o f the se curity and i ntelligence ag encies. The I A p resents the ev idence base
supporting t he rationale for intervention and estimates of the costs, benefits, risks and wider
impacts attached t o the l egislative pr oposals. I t follows the pr ocedures set out i n t he I mpact
Assessment Guidance and is consistent with the HMT Treasury Green Book

2

The IA aims to identify, as far as possible, the impacts of the proposals on society. A critical part of
the process is to undertake a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) of the proposals. CBA assesses whether
the pr oposals would del iver a posi tive i mpact t o so ciety, acc ounting for eco nomic, so cial an d
distributional co nsiderations. The IA sh ould t herefore no t be confused with a financial appr aisal,
which i s focused pur ely on asse ssing how m uch r esource government would sa ve f rom ce rtain
proposals.

3

The CBA underpinning this IA rests on answering two basic questions: what is the problem that the
proposals are seeking to address that has led the relevant sector not to function properly; and, in
what way can Government intervention help mitigate this problem? What options are available to
resolve t he r esultant pr oblems, and w ould t he a vailable opt ions recommended hav e t he desi red
impact? To e stablish a case for G overnment a ction, an as sessment o f t he possi ble co sts and
benefits of Government involvement must be made to show that benefits are likely to outweigh the
costs

4

In addressing these questions, the IA has focussed mainly on key-monetised and non -monetised
impacts, with the aim of understanding what the net social impact to society and how such impacts
are distributed across the affected groups.
2. LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

5

This IA considers the overall effect of the Justice and Security Bill proposals on the basis that all
measures ar e i mplemented i n co njunction a s a package. The i ndividual l egislative pr oposals are
summarised below, with further detail set out in the individuals IAs.

Closed Material Procedures in civil proceedings
6

Under the current system, the only method now available to the courts (since the Supreme Court’s
ruling in Al Rawi in July 2011) to protect material such as intelligence from disclosure in open court
in ci vil dam ages cases i s through P ublic Interest I mmunity ( PII). A successful P II appl ication
results in the complete exclusion of that material from the proceedings. A ny judgment reached at
the end of the case is not informed by that material, no m atter how central or relevant it is to the
proceedings.

7

In order to address this problem, the Government is proposing to extend the availability of closed
material procedure (CMPs) to the High Court, Court of Appeal and Court of Session. Some claims
relating to ex clusion an d nat uralisation deci sions will be transferred to the S pecial I mmigration
Appeals Commission (SIAC).

Norwich Pharmacal
8

The aim of a Norwich Pharmacal application is to force a third party who is ‘mixed up’ however
innocently in suspected wrongdoing, to disclose information which the claimant feels may be
relevant to a claim they are bringing or wish to bring. It has historically only been used in the
intellectual property sphere, however, in the last 3 years there have been no fewer than 9 attempts
to use this jurisdiction in relation to secret intelligence which either belongs to the UK Government,
or which our allies have shared with us. As the purpose of the proceedings is solely to gain
disclosure of material, the Government does not have the option to withdraw from or settle these
3

proceedings. If a judge orders disclosure and a claim of PII does not succeed, then there is no
option but for the Government to release the secret intelligence.
9

Therefore the Government intends to make the following changes:
 For intelligence service material: the Government intends to legislate to exempt material held by
or originating from or relating to one of the intelligence services from disclosure under a Norwich
Pharmacal application.
 For national security or international relations material: the Government also intends to legislate
to allow a Minister to sign a certificate in Norwich Pharmacal cases to protect non-agency
material which would cause damage to national security or international relations if disclosed.
That certificate can be reviewed on judicial review principles. If upheld, the information could
not be disclosed.

Intelligence Oversight
10

The proposals aims to enhance the effectiveness and credibility of the oversight of the intelligence
community i n or der t o i ncrease publ ic confidence i n i ts work and pr ovide r eassurance t hat i ts
activities are reasonable, proportionate and compliant with legal obligations. The Bill extends the
Intelligence and S ecurity C ommittee’s (ISC) remit, granting i t addi tional i nvestigative pow ers and
resources, and changing its status to bring it closer to Parliament. It also extends the remit of the
Intelligence Services Commissioner.

AFFECTED GROUPS
11

The following groups are likely to be affected by the proposals :
 the judiciary, as primary providers of justice, particularly in relation to civil court operations
 legal service providers, both for government (e.g. legal support) and private litigants in civil
proceedings that involves an element of sensitive information
 oversight bodies, whose roles are being reviewed
 wider government, including Government departments and security and intelligence agencies;
 overseas intelligence agencies, who may routinely share sensitive information with the UK
 the general public, as users of the justice system and beneficiaries of improved public safety
and accountability of the security agencies

3. RATIONALE FOR PROPOSAL
Civil Proceedings
12

A problem arises with the system of PII when a case is so saturated in intelligence material that the
PII p rocedure removes the ev idence which one side r equires if they ar e t o m ake t heir ca se. In
such circumstances, the only options available, even where a case may be speculative or have no
merit, are:
 in compensation cases: to seek to settle the case by paying compensation (assuming the other
side is willing to agree to settle) or ask the court to strike out the case as untriable.
 in j udicial r eviews: t he Government m ay hav e t o withdraw an e xecutive act ion beca use i t i s
unable to explain why it is designed to protect the public, or to stop resisting a naturalisation or
citizenship application; or the court may have to strike out the case as untriable.

13

These limitations of PII leave the public with no i ndependent judgment on v ery serious allegations
about Government actions.

14

This problem is rare but damaging. In 2011 the Government estimated that around 27 cases were
posing di fficulties. Some of these ca ses might need to be settled w ithout any j udgment being
4

reached beca use P II w ould not al low t he j udge t o hear cr ucial ev idence r elating t o the ca se.
Others might simply be untriable because the case hinged on sensitive information. It is also clear
that the number of these cases is increasing: the Guantanamo claims were settled in November
2010 and since then six further civil damages claims against the Government have been launched.
In t he co ntext o f j udicial r eviews, t here ar e n ow 5 l ead ca ses challenging deci sions to r efuse
citizenship or naturalisation, with around 60 cases stayed behind them.
15

It is also clear that in some cases, the absence of CMPs is particularly unfair on the claimant. In a
recent naturalisation case (AHK and Others) the judge ruled that without any means by which
sensitive intelligence could be heard in court, “the Claimant is bound to lose, no m atter how weak
the grounds against him, there is obvious scope for unfairness towards a Claimant.”

16

The G overnment i s strongly co mmitted t o ope n and t ransparent j ustice. H owever, so metimes
justice is not being delivered in open court because highly relevant national security material is too
sensitive to disclose. Where they are provided for in legislation, CMPs enable justice to be done
and sensitive material to be sa feguarded. C MPs, however, are not available in many contexts in
which, increasingly, they would benefit the interests of justice. It was their lack of availability in the
Guantanamo civil damages claims, for example, that led to an out of court settlement, without the
merits of the case having been argued.

Norwich Pharmacal
17

The aim of a Norwich Pharmacal application i s t o force a third par ty w ho i s ‘mixed up’ however
innocently in su spected wrongdoing, t o di sclose i nformation w hich t he cl aimant f eels may be
relevant t o a claim they ar e br inging o r w ish t o br ing. I t has historically onl y been use d i n t he
intellectual property sphere, however, in the last 3 years there have been no fewer than 9 attempts
to use this jurisdiction in relation to secret intelligence which either belongs to the UK Government,
or w hich our al lies have sh ared w ith us. A s the pur pose o f the p roceedings is solely t o gain
disclosure of material, the Government does not have the option to withdraw from or settle these
proceedings. If a judge orders disclosure and a claim of PII does not succeed, then there is no
option but for the Government to release the secret intelligence.

18

We expect our allies to protect intelligence material we share with them from disclosure, and they
expect t he sa me from u s. The i nadequacies in our cu rrent abi lity t o pr operly pr otect cl assified
information provided by foreign governments has already seriously undermined confidence among
our key allies, including the US. In some cases, measures have been put in place to regulate or
restrict i ntelligence ex changes. R obust l egislative m easures are esse ntial t o r estore co nfidence
among our allies, which is vital to our national security.

Oversight of Agencies
19

Between 1989 and 2000 l egislation was introduced which set a new, post Cold War framework for
the operation and oversight of the intelligence and security agencies.

20

But si nce t hen, and p articularly si nce 9/ 11, t he publ ic profile, the b udgets, and i ndeed t he
operational dem ands on t he ag encies have al l si gnificantly i ncreased and w hile t he ov ersight
system has continued to develop, it has done so on an ad hoc basis with the result that gaps in the
framework have emerge. T he present ISC has been criticised for being insufficiently independent
of the Government and t oo removed from Parliament. T he ISC’s current statutory remit is limited
as are its powers to access information. The oversight work of the Commissioners is very
important but they have a very low public profile.

21

It is vital that that our oversight system keeps pace with those changes and addresses the issues
that have arisen to ensure it is fit for purpose for the current world, while still providing sufficient
protection to sensitive intelligence material.

4. BASE CASE
5

22

IA Guidance requires that proposals are assessed against a defined ‘base case’. The base case for
this IA is one in which there are no changes to how sensitive information and intelligence oversight
is handled in the UK. This would mean that the current problems set out under Section 3 would
continue to persist with on-going impacts on the UK.

5. IMPACT OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
23

This section sets out: the costs and benefits of the legislative proposal set out under Section 2,
compared against the b ase ca se (“do no thing”) set ou t under Section 4. T he g eneral approach
focuses on asse ssing the impacts for each af fected gr oup. The ana lysis al so explains the
associated assumptions, risks and sensitivities.

COSTS OF PROPOSALS
24

The proposals are likely to impose costs on courts; Government legal service provision; non-State
parties in proceedings; oversight intelligence agencies; and, wider society.

Courts
25

There w ould be impacts on t he judiciary and the administration of justice i n r elation to ci vil
proceedings, including Norwich Pharmacal proceedings.

Civil Proceedings
26

Extending CMPs for civil cases would lead to additional judicial costs in cases which would
otherwise have proceeded w ith P II claims for the sensitive el ements. An out line of the possi ble
outcomes under the PII system is above in Section 3. Under the CMP process the case would
continue for a l onger pe riod i n co urt r elative t o se ttling, r esulting i n add itional j udicial and co urt
administration costs.

27

The extent of the additional judicial and administrative costs would depend, in particular, on how
much of the case would use the CMP process; the costs to the judiciary of additional judicial and
administrative staff time; and, the number of civil cases that would utilise CMPs.

Norwich Pharmacal Proceedings
28

The proposed framework may lead to new costs from potential legal proceedings associated with
reviewing certifications. Such challenges will be based on judicial review principles and are likely to
be very rare, as most of the material sought in sensitive NP cases is intelligence service material
which will be abso lutely excluded, m eaning t hat t he co sts associated w ith r eviewing ce rtificates
would not apply to those cases.

29

The nature of the judicial review process, which is dominated by written submissions, would
suggest that the overall costs are likely be l ess than £0. 10m pe r ann um. These co sts include
Government and private legal costs; and, judicial expenditure. The overall costs over 10 years are
estimated at no more £1m.

Government Legal Provision
30

There would be additional legal costs for Government in form of the following :
 Special Advocates: there would be add itional costs from extending closed material procedures
to m ore ci vil proceedings in terms of t he costs associated w ith sp ecial advocates (SA).
Government bear the cost of providing the SA legal support.
 Government Counsel: N orwich P harmacal pr oceedings may r esult i n addi tional l egal su pport
where legal challenges are made to determine whether certified exemptions should apply.
6

Non-State party in Proceedings
31

Restricting Norwich Pharmacal applications seeking disclosure of sensitive information may lead to
negative impacts on UK nat ionals, residents and businesses seeking to use that information in
other pr oceedings, i n p articular, foreign proceedings. T hese m easures m ay i mpact on those
proceedings by l imiting t he av ailability of ev idence for use i n those pr oceedings. This may have
consequential impacts for example on the length and cost of those proceedings. The extent t o
which the unavailability of such information through Norwich Pharmacal applications would impact
on other proceedings is unclear, i n par ticular, g iven t hat t hese m easures will not af fect o ther
mechanisms which exist for obtaining such information.

Oversight Bodies
32

There would be costs for oversight bodies as follows :
 Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC): the ISC already takes evidence from bodies beyond
the agencies which are part of the wider intelligence community within Government. Therefore,
formally r ecognising t he w ider r ole that the I SC plays in ov erseeing t he Government’s
intelligence activities should not incur additional costs. However, over time there is a possibility
that the formalisation of the ISC’s extended role and power to require information may introduce
an additional resource burden. Informal discussions with the ISC Secretariat have indicated that
the additional resources required, could potentially be in the region of £0.5m per annum, though
this should be treated as a highly tentative figure.
 Intelligence Services Commissioner: it is not possible to quantify the costs of the proposal as it
refers to un known and un foreseeable act ions. M oreover, t he Intelligence S ervices
Commissioner and his office are already undertaking some duties that would be covered by the
proposal. However, it is foreseeable that in time, the proposal may require an increase in the
resources of the Intelligence Services Commissioner’s office. Broadening of the remit may also
lead t o t he i ntelligence community d evoting more st aff t ime, i ncluding a dditional l egal adv ice.
The a ssessment assu mes the co st m ay be i n the r egion o f £0 .7m pe r annu m, though this
should be treated as highly tentative.

Wider Society
33

Concerns have been expressed that any increase in the volume of cases heard by Courts in closed
proceedings will ha ve a co nsequential impact on the transparency of the j udicial process and the
legal precedents contained in closed judgments. Consultees also note that it may lead to practical
challenges for private parties in bringing forward claims, where information may be limited.

BENEFITS OF PROPOSALS
Courts
34

The proposals may lead to savings for courts services; Government; intelligence oversight bodies;
and, wider society.

Civil Proceedings
35

Extension of cl osed m aterial pr ocedures and di verting so me cl aims about nat uralisation an d
exclusion dec isions to S IAC would l ead t o a r eduction i n the use o f PII ce rtificates applications.
This would reduce judges and court administration time concerning PII. The scale of the savings
would depend on t he volume and co sts of t he PII when CMPs are av ailable r elative t o existing
costs where there a re n o CMPs. PII w ould co ntinue t o co ntinue to ex ist for ot her asp ects of the
public interest such as international relations and it may continue to be us ed in relation to national
security cases in some circumstances.

7

Norwich Pharmacal
36

The proposal would lead to a substantial reduction in Norwich Pharmacal applications. This would
lead to judicial and court administrative savings.

Government
37

The reduction in Norwich Pharmarcal cases would reduce government’s disclosure burden,
including administrative and legal resources.

Wider Society
38

The proposals are predicated on wide and significant benefits to society from greater safeguarding
of information. These benefits include :
 Greater information available to the courts, which would mean decisions would have the benefit
of all relevant information and therefore better serve the interests of justice;
 A r eduction i n r eputation and pol itical costs to t he U K asso ciated w ith t he cu rrent sy stem
whereby the Government can be unabl e to defend itself from the serious charges of complicity
in false imprisonment and mistreatment of individuals overseas.
 Greater reassurance t o t he UK’s intelligence pa rtners that t heir i nformation ca n be p rotected
leading to enhanced information sharing and co operation. Though difficult to express in money
terms, such cooperation is vital to UK safety and security.

39

Widening the remit of the ISC and Intelligence Services Commissioner may lead to wider benefits
to society from enhanced accountability and increased transparency.

NET IMPACT OF PROPOSALS
40

The proposals would generate a net impact of around £-1m per annum. This equates to around £8.3m over 10 years. Tables 1 and 2 sets out the impacts.

Table 1 : Annual Costs and Benefits of Proposals (£m)
Benefits
Costs
Civil CMPs
1
1
Norwich Pharmacal
0
0
Broaden Remit of ISC
0
0
Broaden Remit of Intelligence Service Commissioner
0
1
Total
1
2

Net
0
0
0
-1
-1

Table 2 : Discounted Costs and Benefits of Proposals (£m)
Benefits
Costs
Civil CMPs
8
9
Norwich Pharmacal
4
1
Broaden Remit ISC
0
4
Broaden Remit of Intelligence Service Commissioner
0
6
Total
12
20

Net
-1
3
-4
-6
-8
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Title:
Impact Assessment for the Justice and Security Bill on Oversight
IA No: HO0069

Impact Assessment (IA)

Lead department or agency:
Home Office / Cabinet Office
Other departments or agencies:
Ministry of Justice and Cabinet Office

Stage: Final

Date: 19/06/2012
Source of intervention: Domestic
Type of measure: Primary legislation
Contact for enquiries:
justiceandsecurity@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk

RPC Opinion: RPC Opinion Status

Summary: Intervention and Options

Cost of Preferred (or more likely) Option
Total Net Present
Value

Business Net
Present Value

Net cost to business per
year (EANCB on 2009 prices)

In scope of One-In, Measure qualifies as
One-Out?

-£10.0m

£0m

£0m

No

NA

What is the problem under consideration? Why is government intervention necessary?

There is a perception that oversight is not effective and that as a result the intelligence community is not
properly held to account. The intelligence community needs oversight that is demonstrably independent and
effective in order to retain the confidence of Ministers, Parliament and the Public. Oversight should also be
sufficiently high profile so that stakeholders are reassured that the intelligence community is under proper
scrutiny. For these reasons, it is necessary for the Government to review arrangements for the oversight of
the intelligence community to ensure they are as effective, coherent and transparent as possible, and that
they are in line with recent developments in the roles of the intelligence community.
What are the policy objectives and the intended effects?

Regarding the oversight of the intelligence community, the principal objectives of the Bill are to:
enhance the effectiveness and credibility of the oversight of the intelligence community in order to increase
public confidence in its work and provide reassurance that its activities are reasonable, proportionate and
compliant with legal obligations.

What policy options have been considered, including any alternatives to regulation? Please justify preferred
option (further details in Evidence Base)

The following options have been assessed against the base case of "no change" (Option 0):
Element 1: Change the status of the Intelligence and Security Committee;
Element 2: Broaden the remit of the Intellligence and Security Committee; and
Element 3: Broaden the remit of the Intelligence Services Commissioner.
The package comprising all three elements is recommended for implementation.

Will the policy be reviewed? It will/will not be reviewed. If applicable, set review date: Month/Year
Does implementation go beyond minimum EU requirements?
N/A
Micro
< 20
Small
Medium Large
Are any of these organisations in scope? If Micros not
exempted set out reason in Evidence Base.
No
No
No
No
No
Traded:
Non-traded:
What is the CO2 equivalent change in greenhouse gas emissions?
(Million tonnes CO2 equivalent)
N/A
N/A
I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that (a) it represents a fair and reasonable view of the
expected costs, benefits and impact of the policy, and (b) that the benefits justify the costs.

Signed by the responsible Minister:

Date:
1

19/06/2012

Policy Option 1

Summary: Analysis & Evidence
Description: Change the status of the Intelligence and Security Committee
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Price Base
Year 2012

PV Base
Year 2013

Time Period
Years 10

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m)
Low: Optional

Total Transition

COSTS (£m)

(Constant Price)

Years

High: Optional

Best Estimate: N/A

Average Annual

Total Cost

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

N/A

N/A

Best Estimate

Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

No costs are associated with this option.

Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

None.

Total Transition

BENEFITS (£m)

(Constant Price)

Years

Average Annual

Total Benefit

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

N/A

N/A

Best Estimate

Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

No quantifiable benefits.

Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

The proposal may enhance the ISC’s accountability to Parliament, strengthen the ISC’s actual and symbolic
connection to Parliament; increase transparency and parliamentary confidence in how the Committee is
constituted; possibly lead to a greater diversity of members of the ISC, which in turn may improve the
effectiveness of the ISC; and raise the ISC’s profile and increase transparency.
Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks

Discount rate (%)

N/A

The running costs of secure premises may be higher on the parliamentary estate; potentially heightened
risk of security breaches as the link to Parliament is strengthened; reform risks failing to generate expected
increased confidence amongst public/Parliament/media; and there is a risk that because it will not be
possible to make public, during the ISC public evidence sessions, material that could damage national
security, the public sees public evidence sessions as a purposeless exercise.
BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 1)
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:

In scope of OIOO?

Measure qualifies as

Costs: N/A

No

NA

Benefits: N/A

Net: N/A

2

Policy Option 2

Summary: Analysis & Evidence
Description: Broaden the remit of the Intelligence and Security Committee
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Price Base
Year 2012

PV Base
Year 2013

COSTS (£m)

Time Period
Years 10

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m)
Low: Optional

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

High: Optional

Best Estimate: - £4.3m

Average Annual

Total Cost

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

£510,000

£4.3 million

Best Estimate

Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

ISC staff costs: £510,000 p.a.
These are for illustrative purposes and do not form part of a formal resourcing proposal.

Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

None.

BENEFITS (£m)

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

Average Annual

Total Benefit

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

N/A

N/A

Best Estimate

Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

None.

Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

Formal oversight for non-Agency bodies and providing the ISC with a formal role overseeing operational
matters retrospectively, enabling it to do its job more effectively.

Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks

Discount rate (%)

3.5

Resources estimates are heavily dependent on the details of the proposal, which is still at the
developmental stage; and potentially extra resourcing costs for the Agencies.

BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 2)
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:

In scope of OIOO?

Measure qualifies as

Costs: N/A

No

NA

Benefits: N/A

Net: N/A
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Policy Option 3

Summary: Analysis & Evidence
Description: Broaden of the remit of the Intelligence Services Commissioner
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Price Base
Year 2012

PV Base
Year 2013

COSTS (£m)

Time Period
Years 10

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m)
Low: Optional

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

High: Optional

Best Estimate: - £5.7m

Average Annual

Total Cost

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

£690,000

£5.7 million

Best Estimate

Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

Intelligence Services Commissioner's office staff costs: £350,000 p.a.
Agencies staff costs: £330,000 p.a.
These are for illustrative purposes and do not form part of a formal resourcing proposal.

Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

None.

BENEFITS (£m)

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

Average Annual

Total Benefit

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

Optional

Optional

High

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

N/A

N/A

Best Estimate

Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

None.

Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

This proposal may increase the public's confidence in the Commisioner's work (by placing what the
Intelligence Services Commissioner already does on a statutory basis), the effectiveness (by enabling the
Intelligence Services Commissioner to review other areas of Agency business) and the visibility of the work
of the intelligence community.
Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks

Discount rate (%)

3.5

Staff costs are very dependent on the details of the proposal, which is still at the developmental stage; risk
of overlap with work undertaken by the Intelligence and Security Committee.

BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 3)
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:

In scope of OIOO?

Measure qualifies as

Costs: N/A

No

NA

Benefits: N/A

Net: N/A
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Evidence Base
A. Strategic Overview
Background
This Impact Assessment (IA) accompanies the Justice and Security Bill. It assesses the
proposals designed to enhance existing oversight of the intelligence community. The IA
presents the evidence base supporting the rationale for intervention and estimates of the costs,
benefits, risks and wider impacts attached to the proposals. It follows the procedures set out in
the Impact Assessment Guidance and is consistent with HM Treasury Green Book.
Analytical principles
The IA aims to identify, as far as possible, the impacts of the proposals on society. A critical part
of the process is to undertake a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) of the proposals. A CBA assesses
whether the proposals would deliver a positive impact to society, accounting for economic,
social and distributional considerations. The IA should therefore not be confused with a financial
appraisal, which is focused purely on assessing how much resource Government would save
from certain proposals. The CBA under this IA rests on answering two sets of questions:
What is the problem that the proposals are seeking to address that has led to the
relevant market or sector not to function properly?
In what way can Government intervention help mitigate this problem? What options are
available to resolve the resultant problems, and would the recommended options have
the desired impact?
In addressing these questions, the IA has focussed mainly on key monetised and nonmonetised impacts, with the aim of understanding what the net social impact to society might be
from enhancing the oversight regime.
Groups affected
The proposals covered in this IA affect all in the United Kingdom, but particularly the following
groups:
The general public as consumers of justice and beneficiaries of wider security measures.
This includes persons investigated by the intelligence community;
The general public, as persons whose rights and freedoms are protected by the oversight
regime;
The oversight bodies, whose roles are being reviewed;
Wider Government; and
The intelligence community.
Consultation
Within Government, the following departments and bodies were consulted:
Home Office;
Cabinet Office;
Ministry of Justice;
Ministry of Defence; and
The Security and Intelligence Agencies.
The Government also conducted a public consultation and the following responded specifically
on oversight:
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Serious Organised Crime Agency
Police South West Regions
ACPO Crime Business Area
Chair, Committee of Public Accounts
Chair, Foreign Affairs Select Committee
Intelligence and Security Committee
David Blunkett MP
Lord Carlile
Interception of Communications Commissioner
Intelligence Services Commissioner
Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary
Newspaper Society
Guardian Media Group
Peter Gill, University of Manchester
H. Bochel, A. Defty and J. Kirkpatrick,
University of Lincoln
Bingham Centre for the Rule of Law
Liberty
Amnesty International
Reprieve
Justice
Members of the public

Government and public bodies

Parliamentarians and parliamentary bodies

Regulatory bodies
Media
Academia
Legal
NGOs
Other

Summary of the responses to the Consultation
The Government sought views on proposals to improve the effectiveness of the existing
oversight regime of the intelligence community.
On independent parliamentary oversight, a number of responses said that the Green Paper’s
oversight proposals for reform of the ISC did not go far enough and, in particular, did not
address the fundamental reasons why reform was necessary. The general tenor of these
responses was that the proposals in the Green Paper would make little difference in practice. A
number of respondents made specific proposals as to how the ISC’s status might be changed.
Some said that the ISC’s status should be aligned with that of a departmental select committee.
They said that Parliament should appoint its members, the ISC should decide on its Chair and
the Government’s veto on the publication of sensitive material should be removed. A number of
respondents said that the ISC should have access to all the information it needed to undertake
its work. A number also raised the issue of resourcing, i.e. the ISC should be better staffed and
financed.
Other respondents argued that the proposed reforms to the ISC would make a significant
difference, arguing that they would considerably enhance the effectiveness and credibility of
parliamentary oversight of intelligence work. In particular the proposals to extend the ISC’s remit
to include operational aspects of the work of the Agencies and to allow them to oversee the
wider intelligence community were welcomed.
Changing the status of the ISC to make it a Select Committee was rejected because it
was felt that this would increase the risk of unauthorised publication of sensitive national
security information and could therefore lead to less information being shared with the
Committee by the Agencies and the wider intelligence community, thereby leading to a
reduction in the credibility and effectiveness of the oversight that the Committee currently
provides. Removing the Government’s veto on the publication of national securitysensitive material was rejected for the same reasons.
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On the Commissioners, the Interception of Communications Commissioner saw no compelling
reason to change the nature of the role or its boundaries. The Intelligence Services
Commissioner argued that the present system of oversight should be retained but expanded to
strike the right balance between Government, Parliament and judicial oversight. The Intelligence
and Security Committee pointed out the potential issue of a blurring of boundaries, between
their role and that of the Commissioners, implied by the proposal in the Green Paper to expand
the Intelligence Services Commissioner’s remit to include oversight of operational policies.
On the option of an Inspector General, some respondents were sceptical that it would add anything
to current arrangements. Others supported the proposal.
The Inspector-General option was rejected because it would involve substantial structural
reforms leading to significant upheaval in the current arrangements, without necessarily leading
to any improvement.

B. Problem under consideration and rationale
This section explains the current problems regarding the oversight of the intelligence community
and the basic rationale for Government intervention.
Background
Independent intelligence oversight was established by the Security Service Act 1989,
Intelligence Services Act 1994 and Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000. Oversight is
provided through the following bodies:
The Intelligence and Security Committee
The Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC) is made of a group of parliamentarians, who
provide politically independent oversight of the Agencies’ activities. It has a cross-party
membership of nine MPs, drawn from both Houses, appointed by the Prime Minister after
consultation with the leader of the Opposition. The ISC’s statutory remit is to examine the
“expenditure, administration and policy” of the Agencies.
The ISC handles highly classified material, which means the Committee has a different status and
operates under different safeguards than analogous departmental select committees. It reports
annually to the Prime Minister on its work. These annual reports (redacted where required) are
then laid before both Houses of Parliament, together with the Government's response, and
debated. The Committee also produces ad hoc reports, such as its “Could 7/7 have been
prevented – review of the intelligence on the London Terrorist Attacks on 7 July 2005” report,
which was published in May 2006.
The Intelligence Services Commissioner and the Interception of Communications
Commissioner
The Intelligence Services Commissioner and the Interception of Communications Commissioner
(the “Commissioners”) provide scrutiny on the intelligence community’s performance of their
statutory duties. The two Commissioners are appointed under the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act 2000 (RIPA). They are required to hold, or have held, high judicial office. They must,
by law, be given access to whatever documents and information they need and at the end of each
reporting year they submit reports to the Prime Minister. Redacted versions of these reports are
subsequently laid before Parliament and published.
The Commissioners’ existing statutory remits cover monitoring compliance by the intelligence
community with the legal requirements in the exercise of their intrusive powers. The Government
has occasionally asked the Commissioners to take on additional duties outside that remit. These
have typically required an ongoing role in monitoring compliance with new policies or an intensive
health check on a particular work area.
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The Investigatory Powers Tribunal
The Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT) investigates complaints by individuals about the use made
by the intelligence community of investigative techniques against them or about allegations that
their human rights have been breached by such actions. The Tribunal is made up of senior
members of the legal profession.

Current problems
The current arrangements lack credibility in some quarters. The Intelligence and Security
Committee (ISC) is criticised for being insufficiently independent from Government, too
removed from Parliament, and therefore for being unable to provide effective scrutiny.
The criticisms stem from the ISC’s separate arrangements compared to parliamentary committees:
members of the ISC are appointed by the Prime Minister and the ISC answers to the Prime
Minister and not to Parliament; and the processes by which the ISC is appointed, operates and
reports are perceived to be insufficiently transparent. These issues make the ISC appear not
sufficiently independent of the Government and are contained in a quote from an article by Lord
MacDonald: “How could [the ISC] have any [credibility] when that same chairman is, in effect,
appointed by the Prime Minister? Or when it conducts its meetings in secret and failed to uncover
1
the very documents that led the Court of Appeal to criticise the security services?”
Public criticism of the ISC’s credibility has enabled further challenges of its work. For example
parliamentarians have repeatedly criticised the Committee’s ability to effectively scrutinise the
Agencies and more recently, the Coroner for the inquiry into the 7 July 2005 bombings levelled a
charge that the ISC’s report into the events contained some inaccuracies, while others have
claimed it lacked penetrating criticism. This undermines the ISC and has led to scepticism of the
Committee’s findings.
The 2007 Governance of Britain Green Paper acknowledged that there were concerns about the
status of the ISC, how it operates, how it is constituted and how it reports.

Current oversight arrangements are outdated in terms of the Agencies’ activities and
budgets.
It is vital that our oversight system keeps pace with changes, that it is fit for purpose for the current
world, while still providing sufficient protection to sensitive intelligence material. Between 1989 and
2000 legislation was introduced which set a new, post Cold War framework for the operation and
oversight of the Intelligence and Security Agencies. But since then, and particularly since 9/11, the
public profile, the budgets, and indeed the operational demands on the Agencies have all
significantly increased and while the oversight system has continued to develop, it has done so on
an ad hoc basis with the result that gaps in the framework have emerged. For these reasons the
public and parliamentary expectations of how the work of the Agencies is overseen have changed.
There have been significant changes in information technology and the way people communicate;
and the level of terrorism threat has risen. As a result, the Agencies’ budget has increased
substantially since the 1990s. There is, therefore, a requirement to modernise oversight to make
sure it is appropriate for the current role and budget of the Agencies.
There are specific areas where the nature of the Agencies’ work has changed substantially and
therefore where there is a lack of statutory locus for oversight of new techniques or areas. To
illustrate, the ISC takes evidence from the wider intelligence community (including the Office for
Security and Counter Terrorism, Defence Intelligence and the central government intelligence
machinery in Cabinet Office) but this is not reflected in statute, and the Intelligence Services
Commissioner has been given a number of extra ad hoc duties not reflected in legislation, such as
monitoring compliance with the “Consolidated Guidance to Intelligence Officers and Service
Personnel on the Detention and Interviewing of Detainees Overseas and on the Passing and
Receipt of Intelligence Relating to Detainees”.
As for the Commissioners, their mandates are limited and for example, do not include intelligence
gathered by the Agencies other than by use of covert techniques authorised under RIPA and ISA.
Also, their offices have limited resources (the Commissioners work part-time). This necessarily
constrains the extent of their work.
1

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/columnists/guest_contributors/article7043140.ece
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The Commissioners currently have a low public profile.
The Commissioners provide assurance to Ministers on the legality and proper discharge of the
activities of the Agencies and other bodies. However, the Commissioners themselves and the work
that they undertake have a low public profile, and although this is sometimes necessary due to the
material they typically oversee and their historical desire to be perceived as independent from
Government, there is no perceived increased public appetite for them to say more about how they
conduct their oversight. They have provided and continue to provide assurance to the public,
through their annual reports, that the activities of the Agencies are reasonable, proportionate,
necessary and compliant with legal obligations. Whilst they are well respected and generally
perceived to provide effective scrutiny, this isn’t well recognised in public debates about the
accountability of the Agencies. It is therefore necessary to consider whether reforms can be
introduced to increase the visibility of the Commissioners. To an extent, this has been addressed
through changes in the way in which their office communicates i.e. more transparent annual
reports, a public-facing website, Commissioners undertaking speeches etc. however there is a
general perception that more needs to be done in this sphere.

Policy rationale
In light of recent adverse agency publicity which has dented public confidence in the intelligence
community, the intelligence community needs oversight that is demonstratively independent and
effective in order to retain the confidence of Parliament and the public. Oversight should also be
sufficiently high profile so that stakeholders are reassured that the intelligence community is
under proper scrutiny. For these reasons, it is necessary for Government to review
arrangements for the oversight of the intelligence community to ensure they are appropriate and
up-to-date, that they are in line with recent developments in the role of the intelligence
community and also meet the needs of the public.

C. Objectives
The objective of the proposals is to enhance the effectiveness and credibility of existing
independent and parliamentary oversight bodies dealing with intelligence, in order to increase
public confidence in the intelligence community.
In order to fulfil this objective, the Government has consulted on:
changes to parliamentary oversight, particularly in relation to the oversight provided by
the Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC); and
changes to independent oversight of the intelligence community, particularly in relation to
the Intelligence Services Commissioner.
These proposals are explored in more detail under Section D (“Analysis”).

D. Analysis
Introduction
This section sets out the costs and benefits of the elements, the underlying assumptions, and
the risks associated with each element. It is not practicable to undertake a forensic assessment
of each of the oversight proposals. As such the analysis has restricted itself to substantial social
and economic impacts on the UK, and to impacts which are likely to be of interest to the public.
The assessment does not explore elements which are not central to the Government’s
proposals.
All the elements are treated as independent but are not necessarily mutually exclusive; it is
recommended that all elements of the package are accepted.
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Assumptions
For salaries, HO, FCO and Cabinet Office pay scales have been used; these have been
used to calculate baseline staff costs as well as the resourcing estimates.
Commissioners’ remunerations were provided by their Secretariat.
A discount rate of 3.5% was used for calculations of net present values, in accordance
with HMT Green Book.
Estimates of accommodation costs were provided by HO Property.
Current travel costs were provided by the secretariats of the relevant bodies and used to
make extrapolations, based on full time equivalents.
Stationery costs were derived from the Office of Surveillance Officers’ 2011 report and
used to make extrapolations, based on full time equivalents.
Wage and non-wage costs for the OSC were taken from the OSC’s reports for 2010/11,
2009/10 and 2008/09.
An uplift of 21% has been applied to salaries to take into account non-wage costs, as per
HMT guidance and based on data form Eurostat.

Base Case (Option 0)
Description
The IA Guidance requires that all options are assessed against a common “base case” or “do
nothing” option. The base case for this IA is that there will be no changes to the oversight
regime in the United Kingdom. This means that the current problems set out in Section B would
continue to persist. As the do nothing option compares against itself, its net present value is
zero.

Elements 1: ‘Change the status of the Intelligence and Security Committee’
Description
This proposal is to make changes to the status of the ISC to bring it closer to Parliament: the
ISC would report formally to Parliament whilst also maintaining its existing reporting
arrangements to the Prime Minister. Under this option, the Government plans to make the
following changes:
Appointment system: it is proposed that Parliament and not the Prime Minister as is
currently the case, will make the final decision on membership of the ISC (members will
have been nominated by the Prime Minister).
Staff status: it is proposed that the ISC staff have the status of parliamentary staff, and
not that of civil servants as is currently the case.
Staff accommodation: the proposal is to move the ISC accommodations to suitably
secure premises on the parliamentary estate.
Funding: it is proposed to change the funding of the ISC from the Cabinet Office’s
departmental budget to funding from Parliament.
Evidence sessions: the ISC may be able to provide public evidence sessions as well as
its customary private evidence sessions; these sessions would have to be arranged so
as not to compromise national security.
Annual reports: Currently, the ISC has a duty to make an Annual Report to the Prime
Minister on the exercise of its functions and may at any time report to him on any
matter relating to the discharge of those functions. It is proposed that the ISC will also
have a duty to make an Annual Report to Parliament on the exercise of its functions
and may at any time make such other reports to Parliament as it considers appropriate
concerning any aspect of its functions. The ISC will also retain the ability to make a
report to the Prime Minister in relation to matters which would be excluded from any
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report to Parliament because the Prime Minister, after consultation with the ISC,
considers that the matter would be prejudicial to the continued discharge of the
functions of the Secret Intelligence Service, the Security Service, GCHQ, or any person
carrying out any other activities of Her Majesty’s Government in relation to intelligence
or security matters that are set out in a Memorandum of Understanding.
Costs of Element 1
The direct costs of this option are negligible as we assume that public evidence sessions will be
held in Parliament (and not out of it as assumed in the earlier IA accompanying the Green
Paper) and that annual reports for Parliament would be produced the same way as for the
Prime Minister. The changes in staff status, funding arrangements and accommodation are
currently regarded as cost neutral and therefore not included in the IA: changes in staff status
and funding represent transfers from one department to another, whereas changes to
accommodation are not included because moving to the Parliamentary estate is a transfer
payment away from the Cabinet Office to Parliament.
Benefits of Element 1
The proposal may lead to the following benefits:
Clear demonstration of the ISC’s accountability to Parliament by making the ISC formally
report to Parliament;
Strengthening of the ISC’s actual and symbolic connection to Parliament by making the
ISC formally report to Parliament;
Increased transparency and parliamentary confidence in how ISC members are
appointed;
Possible greater diversity of the ISC members, and therefore potentially increased
effectiveness of the ISC, through the proposed change to the appointment system; and
Public evidence sessions may raise the ISC’s profile and increase transparency.
Risks and Sensitivities
The assessment has identified the following risks and sensitivities:
The running costs of secure premises on the parliamentary estate may be higher than
the current ones (though they may be also lower);
Potentially heightened risk of security breaches as the link to Parliament is strengthened;
The public may see public evidence sessions as a purposeless exercise because it will
not be possible to make public, during these sessions, material that could damage
national security;
Reform risks failing to generate, amongst the public, Parliament and the media, the
expected increase in credibility of the work of the ISC; and
Public sessions may lead to an increase in public interest in the business of the ISC,
thereby increasing the amount of work for the ISC.
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Element 2: ‘Broaden the remit of the Intelligence and Security Committee’
Description
Currently, the ISC takes evidence not just from the Agencies but also from the wider intelligence
community (e.g. Defence Intelligence in the Ministry of Defence, the Office for Security and
Counter-Terrorism in the Home Office, the central Government intelligence machinery in
Cabinet Office, and SOCA). It has also, in its annual reports, made recommendations relating to
those bodies which are part of larger departments and are also overseen by the appropriate
departmental select committees.
The Government proposes to recognise formally the wider role the ISC play in overseeing the
Government’s intelligence activities by taking evidence from any department or body in the
wider intelligence community about intelligence-related activity where to do so would help the
ISC provide more coherent intelligence oversight.
The Government also proposes to expand the ISC’s remit to encompass retrospective oversight
of the operational activities of the Agencies on matters of significant national interest.
Currently, under ISA 1994, information requested by the ISC has to be supplied, subject to a
veto exercisable where the information is considered sensitive (as defined) by an Agency Head
or a Minister. It is proposed that the veto becomes exercisable only by the relevant Minister of
the Crown. In practice, the Agencies have rarely refused an ISC request for information.
Costs of Element 2
The ISC already takes evidence from bodies beyond the Agencies which are part of the wider
intelligence community within Government. Therefore, formally recognising the wider role the
ISC play in overseeing the Government’s intelligence activities should not incur additional costs.
For background, the ISC’s running costs (which include staff, accommodation, travel, IT,
security and legal costs) are estimated at £1.1 million p.a.
However, over time it cannot be ruled out that the formalisation of the ISC’s role may entail a
necessity to increase its resourcing. Informal discussions with the ISC Secretariat have
indicated that more resources would be needed to achieve the above. The Secretariat has
suggested up to four senior researchers and £250,000 p.a. This equates to an additional
average of £510,000 p.a. Important note: this is an estimate which will be refined after further
discussions with stakeholders.
In total, an additional average £510,000 p.a., equivalent to a net present cost of £4.3
million over ten years may be required.
Benefits of Element 2
The proposal may lead to the following benefits:
Enhanced credibility of the ISC through the formal provision of oversight to non-Agency
bodies for their work directly relating to intelligence material;
More coherent oversight through formal oversight of the wider Government’s intelligence
activities; and
Risks and Sensitivities
The extent of the increase in staff costs (and associated costs) will depend on the details
of the proposal, which have not been defined at this stage.
Formal oversight could entail extra costs for non-Agency bodies such as the MoD.
The expansion of the ISC’s remit to encompass retrospective oversight of the operational
activities of the Agencies on matters of significant national interest may entail costs
extra costs to Agencies. It is not anticipated at this stage that these will be more than
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under Element 3 where the extra resourcing costs to the Agencies have been
estimated at around £330,000 p.a.

Element 3: ‘Broaden the remit of the Intelligence Services Commissioner’
Description
The Interception of Communications and Intelligence Services Commissioners’ existing
statutory remits cover monitoring compliance by the intelligence community with the legal
requirements in the exercise of their intrusive powers. The Government has occasionally asked
the Commissioners to take on additional duties outside that remit. These have typically been the
monitoring of compliance with new policies or an intensive health check on a particular work
area. The proposal is to confer responsibility on the Intelligence Services Commissioner for
keeping under review the exercise by the intelligence services of such aspects of their statutory
functions as the Prime Minister may from time to time direct, either of his own motion or on the
recommendation of the Commissioner.
Costs of Element 3
It is not possible to quantify the costs of the proposal as it refers to unknown and unforeseeable
actions. Moreover, the Intelligence Services Commissioner and his office are already
undertaking some duties that would be covered by the proposal.
However it is foreseeable that in time, the proposal may require an increase in the resources of
the Intelligence Services Commissioner’s office. At present, the Intelligence Services
Commissioner’s office costs £320,000 p.a. This covers the salary of the Commissioner, who
works 100 days per year, and two part time members of staff, as well as associated costs (e.g.
accommodation and travel).
Discussions with the Intelligence Services Commissioner’s Office have indicated that the
following may be required as a result of the implementation of the proposal:
The Intelligence Services Commissioner to work 160 hours per year;
The hiring of additional resources for the Commissioner’s office: one full time expert
investigator, one full time SEO policy adviser, one part time HEO office manager and
one part time Grade 7 private secretary, instead of the current two part time support
staff.
It is estimated that the illustrative set up described above would cost approximately an
additional £350,000 p.a. Important note: this is an estimate which will be refined after
further discussions with stakeholders.
An increase in the remit may also lead to an increase in the costs to the Agencies and a number
of Government departments of complying with additional requests from the Intelligence Services
Commissioner. Currently, we estimate the Agencies’ and OGDs’ compliance costs in terms of
staff to be around £150,000 p.a.
Discussions with the Intelligence Services Commissioner’s Office have led us to estimate that a
broadening of the remit may necessitate the intelligence community to devote more staff time,
including additional legal advice, at an estimated additional total cost of £330,000 p.a. Important
note: this is an estimate which will be refined after further discussions with stakeholders.
In total, an additional average £690,000 p.a., equivalent to a net present cost of £5.7
million over ten years may be required.
Benefits of Element 3
The proposal may increase the following:
The public’s confidence in the Commissioner’s work;
Effectiveness as the remit is broadened and if more coherent oversight is provided; and
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The visibility of the work of the intelligence community.
Risks and Sensitivities
The extent of the increase in staff costs (and associated non-wage costs as well as
resulting accommodation costs) will depend on the details of the proposal, which have
not been defined at this stage.
Formal oversight could entail extra costs for non-Agency bodies such as the MoD.
As the remits of the ISC and the Intelligence Services Commissioner are both to be
broadened, there is a risk of a blurring of the boundaries between them. However, the
Commissioner has expressed in the Consultation that he would be interested in
monitoring the legalities and compliance aspects of operational policies as opposed to
the policies themselves, thereby reducing that particular risk.

E. Enforcement
Discussions will take place at the end of 2012 with the relevant parties to discuss the details
and resourcing implications of the proposal.

F.

Summary

The table below outlines the costs and benefits of the proposed changes.
Table F.1 Costs and Benefits
Element

Costs

1

0 (although there may
be costs associated with
the risks realising, in
particular the risk to the
costs of secure
premises

2

£0.5 million p.a.
(although the increase in
staff costs (and
associated costs) will
depend on the details of
the proposal, which
have not been defined
at this stage)

3

£0.7 million p.a.
(although the increase in
staff costs (and
associated costs) will
depend on the details of
the proposal, which
have not been defined
at this stage)

Benefits
Clear demonstration of the ISC’s accountability to Parliament by making
the ISC formally report to Parliament;
Strengthening of the ISC’s actual and symbolic connection to Parliament
by making the ISC formally report to Parliament;
Increased transparency and parliamentary confidence in how ISC
members are appointed;
Possible greater diversity of the ISC members, and therefore potentially
increased effectiveness of the ISC, through the proposed change to the
appointment system; and
Public evidence sessions may raise the ISC’s profile and increase
transparency.

Enhanced credibility of the ISC through the formal provision of oversight
to non-Agency bodies for their work directly relating to intelligence
material; and
More coherent oversight through formal oversight of the wider
Government’s intelligence activities.

Increased public’s confidence in the Commissioner’s work;
Increased effectiveness as the remit is broadened and if more coherent
oversight is provided; and
Increased visibility of the work of the intelligence community.

Source: Various.

The Government recommends the adoption of all the proposals as they all contribute towards
the stated objective of enhancing the effectiveness and credibility of existing independent and
parliamentary oversight bodies dealing with intelligence, in order to increase public confidence
in the intelligence community.
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G. Implementation
Some of the proposals contained in Element 1 would not require Legislation and therefore could
be implemented before Royal Assent this session.
Element 2 would require legislation, therefore implementation would take place after Royal
Assent this session.
For Element 3, assuming Royal Assent this session, recruitment of the staff to work for the
Intelligence Services Commissioner will take place between September and December 2013.
This will align with the appointment of a new Commissioner from January 2014 as Sir Mark’s
current term runs out in December 2013. The Prime Minister will write to the new Commissioner
in November or December 2013 inviting him/her to take on the role and attaching his terms and
conditions which should reflect any additions provided for through the legislation.

H. Monitoring and Evaluation
After implementation, the Government will review with key stakeholders, on a regular basis, to
assess the realisation of the stated benefits.

I.

Feedback

See section on monitoring and evaluation.
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Title:
Justice and Security Bill – Civil Closed Material Procedures
IA No: MOJ150

Impact Assessment (IA)

Lead department or agency:
Ministry of Justice
Other departments or agencies:
Cabinet Office and Home Office

Stage: Final

Date: 19/06/2012
Source of intervention: Domestic
Type of measure: Primary legislation
Contact for enquiries: :
justiceandsecurity@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk

Summary: Intervention and Options

RPC Opinion: RPC Opinion Status

Cost of Preferred (or more likely) Option
Total Net Present
Value

Business Net
Present Value

Net cost to business per
year (EANCB on 2009 prices)

In scope of One-In, Measure qualifies as
One-Out?

£-1m

N/A

N/A

Yes/No

In/Out/zero net cost

What is the problem under consideration? Why is government intervention necessary?

The only current method available to the courts to protect intellgence material from disclosure in open court
is PI I, w hich r esults in t he c omplete ex clusion o f that m aterial. A ny j udgment r eached i s t herefore not
informed by that material, however central or relevant it is. Some civil cases are so saturated in intelligence
material that PII removes the evidence one side requires to make their case. This can lead to cases being
settled, struck out as untriable or lead to the withdrawal of executive action.
Government intervention is necessary because the solution requires legislation. The Supreme Court in Al
Rawi concluded in July 2011 that it was for Parliament, not the courts, to decide whether or not to make
closed material procedures available in civil proceedings.
What are the policy objectives and the intended effects?

The Government's objectives are to: ensure that relevant information can be considered by the courts, in
order that judgments can be reached on their merits; ensure that the security and intelligence agencies can
continue to w ork t o keep t he publ ic s afe, w ithout r isk t hat v ital i ntelligence i nformation o r es sential
international intelligence-sharing relationships will be compromised; and ensure that executive power can
be properly held to account, whilst enabling the Government to properly defend its actions.
What policy options have been considered, including any alternatives to regulation? Please justify preferred
option (further details in Evidence Base)

An earlier Green Paper consulted broadly on proposals. The Bill provides for closed material procedures for
civil proceedings in the High Court, the Court of Appeal and Court of Session and the transfer of some
challenges to immigration decisions to SIAC (a body which already makes use of closed material
procedures). The Bill also contains a power to make CMPs available in other civil proceedings.
The base case against which the proposal is examined is one in which there are no changes to how
sensitive cases are currently handled in the United Kingdom.
Will the policy be reviewed? It will/will not be reviewed. If applicable, set review date: Month/Year
Does implementation go beyond minimum EU requirements?
Yes / No / N/A
Micro
< 20
Small
Medium Large
Are any of these organisations in scope? If Micros not
exempted set out reason in Evidence Base.
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
What is the CO 2 equivalent change in greenhouse gas emissions?
Traded:
Non-traded:
(Million tonnes CO 2 equivalent)
I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that (a) it represents a fair and reasonable view of the
expected costs, benefits and impact of the policy, and (b) that the benefits justify the costs.

Signed by the responsible Minister:

Date:
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19/06/2012

Policy Option 1

Summary: Analysis & Evidence
Description: Extend closed material procedures to certain specified civil courts
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Price Base
Year 2010

PV Base
Year 2011

COSTS (£m)

Time Period
Years 10

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m)
Low: -11

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Low

1

High

9

Best Estimate

4

Years

High: 5

Best Estimate: -1

Average Annual

Total Cost

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

0

3

1

20

1

9

3

Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

There would be administrative costs to making closed material procedures (CMPs) available more widely,
for ex ample, through a requirement for addi tional s pecialist vetted lawyers ( ‘Special A dvocates’) and
physical i nfrastructure, s uch as s afes, for handl ing s ensitive m aterial. It i s pos sible t hat there may be
potential for new generated demand (legacy cases), although the limitation periods for litigation would
constrain t he v olume o f c ases. There m ay be further costs on government i n f orm o f judicial and
representation costs (including legal aid where applicable) subject to the number of cases.
Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

Concerns have been expressed that any increase in the volume of cases heard by courts in private will
have a consequential impact on the transparency of the judicial process. Consultees also noted that it may
also lead to practical challenges for private parties in bringing forward claims, where information may be
limited.

BENEFITS (£m)

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

Average Annual

Total Benefit

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

0

1

6

High

0

1

11

Best Estimate

0

1
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Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

Civil cases which are currently not heard will be heard because relevant sensitive information can be taken
into account. Cases which the Government would otherwise be forced to resort to settling because it
cannot put its side of the case (even where it believes the case has no merit) could be heard.
Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

The ability for the courts to take into account relevant sensitive information may lead to more informed
judicial decisions on a greater range of Government activity, including matters of significant public interest.
The UK may also benefit from a reduction in reputational and political costs associated with settling cases
where the allegations include complicity in false imprisonment and mistreatment abroad. It may result in
increased international cooperation as partners could have confidence that the UK can protect information
they share with the UK in confidence.
Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks

Discount rate (%)

3.5

The assessment is sensitive to assumptions on the volume of cases; and, the unit cost assumptions for
legal representations and judges. The analysis is also sensitive to standard appraisal assumptions e.g.
appraisal period. Where possible sensitivity tests have been undertaken.
BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 1)
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:

In scope of OIOO?

Measure qualifies as

Costs:

Yes/No

IN/OUT/Zero net cost

Benefits:

Net:
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1. INTRODUCTION
1

This Impact Assessment (IA) accompanies the Justice and Security Bill. It assesses the proposals
designed to respond to the challenges of how sensitive information is treated in a limited number of
civil proceedings. The IA presents the evidence base supporting the rationale for intervention and
estimates of the costs, benefits, risks and wider impacts attached to the Government’s proposal. It
follows the procedures set out in the Impact Assessment Guidance and is consistent with the HMT
Treasury Green Book

2

The IA aims to identify, as far as possible, the impacts of the proposals on society. A critical part of
the process is to undertake a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) of the proposals. CBA assesses whether
the pr oposals would del iver a posi tive i mpact t o so ciety, acco unting for eco nomic, so cial an d
distributional co nsiderations. The IA sh ould t herefore no t be confused with a financial appr aisal,
which i s focused pur ely on asse ssing how m uch r esource government would sa ve f rom ce rtain
proposals.

3

The CBA underpinning this IA rests on answering two basic questions: what is the problem that the
proposals are seeking to address that has led the relevant sector not to function properly; and, in
what way can Government intervention help mitigate this problem? What options are available to
resolve t he r esultant pr oblems, and w ould t he a vailable opt ions recommended hav e t he desi red
impact? To e stablish a case for G overnment a ction, an as sessment o f t he possi ble co sts and
benefits of Government involvement must be made to show that benefits are likely to outweigh the
costs.

4

In addressing these questions, the IA has focussed mainly on key-monetised and non -monetised
impacts, with the aim of understanding what the net social impact to society might be from
improving the process by which sensitive material is handled in civil proceedings.

2. LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL
5

Under the current system, the only method now available to the courts (since the Supreme Court’s
ruling in Al Rawi in July 2011) to protect material such as intelligence from disclosure in open court
in ci vil dam ages cases is through P ublic Interest I mmunity ( PII). A successful P II appl ication
results in the complete exclusion of that material from the proceedings. A ny judgment reached at
the end of the case is not informed by that material, no m atter how central or relevant it is to the
proceedings.

6

In order to address this problem, the Government is proposing to extend the availability of closed
material procedure (CMPs) to the High Court, Court of Appeal and Court of Session. Some claims
relating to ex clusion an d nat uralisation deci sions will be transferred to the S pecial I mmigration
Appeals Commission (SIAC).

AFFECTED GROUPS
7

The legislative proposal covered in this IA affects all of the United Kingdom, with particular impacts
on the following groups:
 the judiciary, as primary providers of justice, especially in respect to court operations;
 legal service providers, both for government and the private sector;
 wider government, including the security and intelligence agencies; and,
 overseas intelligence agencies, who may routinely share sensitive information with the UK

 the general public, as users of the justice system and bene ficiaries of improved public safety
and accountability of the security agencies

3. RATIONALE FOR PROPOSAL
8

A problem arises with the system of PII when a case is so saturated in intelligence material that the
PII p rocedure removes the ev idence which one side r equires if they ar e t o m ake t heir ca se. In
3

such circumstances, the only options available, even where a case may be speculative or have no
merit, are:
 in compensation cases: to seek to settle the case by paying compensation (assuming the other
side is willing to agree to settle) or ask the court to strike out the case as untriable
 in j udicial r eviews: t he Government m ay hav e t o withdraw an e xecutive act ion beca use i t i s
unable to explain why it is designed to protect the public, or to stop resisting a naturalisation or
citizenship application; or the court may have to strike out the case as untriable.
9

These limitations of PII leave the public with no i ndependent judgment on v ery serious allegations
about Government actions.

10

This problem is rare but damaging. In 2011 the Government estimated that around 27 cases were
posing di fficulties. Some of these ca ses might need to be settled without any judgment bei ng
reached beca use P II w ould not al low t he j udge t o hear cr ucial ev idence r elating t o the ca se.
Others might simply be untriable because the case hinged on sensitive information. It is also clear
that the number of these cases is increasing: the Guantanamo claims were settled in November
2010 and since then six further civil damages claims against the Government have been launched.
In t he co ntext o f j udicial r eviews, t here ar e n ow 5 l ead ca ses challenging deci sions to refuse
citizenship or naturalisation, with around 60 cases stayed behind them.

11

It is also clear that in some cases, the absence of CMPs is particularly unfair on the claimant. In a
recent naturalisation case (AHK and Others) the judge ruled that without any means by which
sensitive intelligence could be heard in court, “the Claimant is bound to lose, no m atter how weak
the grounds against him, there is obvious scope for unfairness towards a Claimant.”

12

The G overnment i s strongly co mmitted t o ope n and t ransparent j ustice. H owever, so metimes
justice is not being delivered in open court because highly relevant national security material is too
sensitive to disclose. Where they are provided for in legislation, CMPs enable justice to be done
and sensitive material to be sa feguarded. CMPs, however, are not available in many contexts in
which, increasingly, they would benefit the interests of justice. It was their lack of availability in the
Guantanamo civil damages claims, for example, that led to an out of court settlement, without the
merits of the case having been argued.

13

Private hear ings and co nfidentiality r ings exist and oper ate e ffectively f or l ess sensitive m aterial,
where t he r isks o f l eaking ca n be m anaged an d co ntained. Where na tional se curity i s at s take,
private hear ings (where t he publ ic – but no t the par ties – are ex cluded f rom court) and
confidentiality r ings (agreements not to di sclose i nformation further) do not pr ovide su fficient
protection.

4. BASE CASE
14

IA G uidance requires that legislative pr oposals are asse ssed a gainst a defined ‘base case’. The
base case for this IA is one in which there are no changes to how sensitive material is dealt with in
civil proceedings in the United Kingdom. This would mean that the current problems set out under
Section 3 would continue to persist with on-going impacts on the United Kingdom.

4 IMPACT OF PROPOSAL
15

This section se ts out the impact o f i ntroducing closed m aterial pr ocedures in ci vil pr oceedings
focusing on: costs and benefits; associated assumptions and sensitivities; and, potential risks.

COSTS OF PROPOSAL

Monetised Costs
16

Extending CMPs would lead to additional costs of Court hearings in cases which would otherwise
have proceeded w ith P II claims for the sensitive el ements. An out line o f t he possi ble out comes
4

under the PII system is above in Section 3. Under the CMP process the case would continue for a
longer period in court relative to settling, resulting in additional legal administrative costs.
17

For t hese ca ses, t he ad ditional co sts (relative t o t he do no thing opt ion), f rom t he introduction of
CMPs would depend on the following:
 how much of the case would use the CMP process ;
 the level of legal support provided to Government and the non-state litigant for CMP purposes;
 the costs to the judiciary of additional judicial and administrative staff time; and,
 the number of civil cases that would utilise CMPs (the number of civil cases has been estimated
based on the current volume of cases across the UK).
 the costs to the extension of the SIAC jurisdiction, with exclusion and naturalisation cases to be
tried there with consequential impacts

18

Full assessment of the monetised impacts of CMPs, including consideration of various sensitivity
tests is set out unde r Annex A . The t otal monetised annual co st i s estimated to r ange be tween
£0m and £2 m. This e quates to a di scounted estimate of £9 m over the appr aisal per iod (20132022), within the range of £3m to £20m.

Non-Monetised Costs
19

A number of respondents to the consultation on the Green Paper that preceded the Bill highlighted
some potential non-monetised costs of CMPs to society in general. The nature and extent of these
costs are difficult t o quantify. I n particular it i s difficult to asse ss the ex tent t o w hich t hese
impacts are significant relative to the status quo (base case).

20

The JCHR in particular has argued that these proposals carry non-monetised costs relating to the
transparency of the judicial process.

21

The consultation responses also argued that CMPs represent a departure from the principle that all
parties are en titled t o see and ch allenge al l t he ev idence r elied upon be fore the co urt and t o
combat that evidence by calling evidence of their own.

22

Some responses noted that there may be pr actical challenges for private parties. The civil justice
system relies on parties being able to assess the prospects of success. It is possible the use of
CMPs may leave a party’s legal advisers unable to assess the prospects of a claim and
consequently being unable to access appropriate legal finance support.

BENEFIT OF PROPOSAL

Monetised Benefits
23

Extension of CMPs to civil proceedings in the High Court, Court of Appeal, and C ourt of Session,
and di verting so me cl aims about nat uralisation and ex clusion deci sions t o S IAC would l ead t o a
reduction i n the use of PII ce rtificates, as it w ould be necessary less often t o se ek t o pr otect
material that way. The scale of the savings would depend on the volume and costs of the PII when
CMPs are available relative to existing costs where there are no CMPs. PII would continue to exist
for o ther asp ects of the publ ic interest su ch as i nternational r elations and it may co ntinue t o b e
used in relation to national security cases in some circumstances. The total savings per annum are
estimated at £1m . The t otal di scounted bene fits over t he 10 y ear app raisal per iod w ould r ange
between £6m and £11m. The central benefit is estimated at just over £8m.

Non-Monetised Benefits
24

Extension of CMPs would lead to the following non-monetised benefits:
5

 Greater information available to the courts, which would mean decisions would have the benefit
of all relevant information and therefore better serve the interests of justice;
 Reduction in r eputation and pol itical costs to the U K asso ciated w ith t he cu rrent sy stem
whereby the Government can be unabl e to defend itself from the serious charges of complicity
in false imprisonment and mistreatment of individuals overseas.
 Greater r eassurance to t he UK’s intelligence pa rtners that t heir i nformation ca n be p rotected
leading to enhanced information sharing and co operation. Though difficult to express in money
terms, such cooperation is vital to UK safety and security.
NET IMPACT OF PROPOSAL
25

The pr oposal would g enerate a nearly neutral i mpact of ar ound £ -1m over t he appr aisal per iod
(2013-2022), within the range of -£11m and £5m. The overall monetised outcome is therefore likely
to be broadly neutral annually as the unit costs of a new CMP process would be broadly equivalent
to the current PII process. The negative net present cost (£-1m) reflects the small transition costs
of diverting the current pending cases and transferring naturalisation and exclusion judicial review
cases to the Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC).

26

The assessment has also identified that there would be ot her positive and negative impacts which
are difficult to monetise, such as the impact from availability of greater information during
proceedings; reputational costs and bene fits; possible practical challenges for private parties; and
effects on international cooperation as well as the wider benefits in protecting nat ional security
interests.

ASSUMPTIONS
Standing
27

An important consideration for any IA is the relevant scope of the assessment. The scope of this
IA includes:
 Impacts that fall within the physical geography of the UK. This means focusing on assessing
the impacts of the proposals on those in the UK e.g. the justice systems across the UK.
 Impacts that fall on both present and future generations. In line with the HMT Green Book and
IA Guidance, the appraisal assesses whether any of the options will yield a posi tive net social
benefit to all who may be affected by it. As the Bill proposals will continue in the distant future,
we have appraised the impacts between 2013 and 2022 ( 10 years), with a r eal discount rate of
3.5%.

Technical Assumptions
28

The m onetised asse ssment i s sensitive t o t he t echnical assu mptions set at Annex A. T hese
include assumptions relating to volume of cases; appraisal assumptions and policy scope. Where
possible sensitivity tests have been undertaken to quantify the scale of uncertainty.
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ANNEX A
APPRAISAL OF CLOSED MATERIAL PROCEDURES
A.1

This Annex explains how the assessment of the impact of introducing closed material procedures
(CMPs) in civil cases has been undertaken.

1. POLICY PROPOSAL
A.2

The proposal is to make CMPs available in certain civil proceedings where the court considers that
a party to the proceedings would be required to disclose material and such disclosure would be
damaging t o the i nterests of nat ional se curity. These w ould m ostly i nclude j udicial r eviews and
applications and civil damages claims. CMPs would also be available where there is an application
to set aside the Secretary of State’s certificate that certain information should not be disclosed after
a Norwich Pharmacal application. Judicial reviews relating to certain naturalisation and exclusion
decisions are al so i ncluded i n t he anal ysis. These ca ses would be transferred to t he Special
Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC) with associated additional impacts (further detail at para
A15).

A.3

Currently, if the case involves sensitive material, disclosure of which would be har mful to national
security, there are the following courses of action: either a CMP is permissible where there is
statutory aut hority; or the ca se i s tried i n open co urt, w ith P ublic Interest I mmunity ( PII) claims
made concerning the sensitive material.

A.4

CMPs are currently provided f or in a l imited range of proceedings, such as sensitive im migration
and TPIMs hearings. The proposal is to extend this procedure to make it clear that it is available for
civil proceedings in the High Court, Court of Appeal, and C ourt of Session, and that challenges to
certain exclusion and naturalisation decisions can be dealt with by SIAC which already has a CMP
procedure.

CURRENT FRAMEWORK
A.5

There are two elements under the current PII framework :
a) In cases involving sensitive material, the Secretary of State must consider whether there is a
real r isk that ha rm to the nat ional i nterest would r esult if t he material w as disclosed i nto an
open co urt. T he S ecretary of S tate m ust t hen balance t his against t he publ ic interest i n the
administration of j ustice. I f the bal ance co mes dow n ag ainst di sclosure, t hen t he M inister
states, in a PII certificate, that it is in the public interest that the material be withheld. These
certificates are then put before the relevant court for consideration.
b) The court then considers afresh the balance between the public interest in withholding the
evidence and the public interest in disclosing the information. The material cannot be admitted
and the parties cannot rely on it if the public interest in withholding the information outweighs
the public interest in disclosing it. However, if the public interest in disclosing the information
outweighs the public interest in withholding it, then the document must be disclosed (unless the
Government co ncedes the i ssue t o w hich i t r elates or ch ooses not to r ely on t hat m aterial).
Where material cannot be disclosed, it may be possible to summarise the material, to produce
relevant extracts, or to produce the material "on a restricted basis" 1.

A.6

1
2

The judge considers the PII certificates (in (b) above) in ‘disclosure hearings’ (in addition to nonsensitive hearings relating to other non-sensitive parts of the case) with potential for sensitive exparte hea rings with Government al one, t hough in some cases Special A dvocates (SAs) a re
appointed t o j oin hear ings if the j udges deemed i t nece ssary 2. T his can be a f airly pr otracted
process until the judges decides which evidence may be withheld under PII.

See R v Chief Constable, West Midlands ex p Wiley [1995] 1 AC 274 at paragraphs 306H- 307 B.
The assessment has assumed no such representations are made available.
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A.7

In the event that the judge disagrees with the Government about the balance of public interest, the
Government may be forced t o ei ther release t he i nformation o r drop t he poi nts pertaining t o the
material that is subject to the overturned PII certificate. In some instances litigants may disagree
with t he co urt deci sion and w ould opt t o appeal t o hi gher co urts. T he analysis presented her e
excludes the “appeals” element.

A.8

A key source of costs under the current regime is the significant PII application hearings as part of
the disclosure process, and the work necessary to prepare for them.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.9

The Bill proposes legislation to make CMPs more widely available in civil proceedings in the High
Court, Court of Appeal and Court of Session.

A.10 The process would be as follows:
 Trigger: the Minister triggers the process by first considering whether to make a claim for public
interest immunity, and then applying to the judge who determines whether it goes ahead on the
grounds that there was some material relevant to the case, the disclosure of which would
damage national security. The decision that in principle a CMP could be heard would be a
judicial one. The Bill explicitly states that it makes no changes to the availability of PII – so PII
could also be applied for at this stage.
 Disclosure: The judge would then also decide how each individual piece of evidence should be
dealt with – whether that be in closed session, or in open session. If the judge finds that the
material should be dealt with in closed session, they will then decide whether a summary of the
evidence must be made available to the other party (known as the gist).
A.11 A k ey asp ect of the pr oposed r egime i s that, where a CMP appl ication i s made, the C MPs
application hear ing and t he su bsequent deci sions about t he t reatment o f i ndividual pi eces of
information is likely to replace prolonged PII application hearings. There would also be the potential
logistical and co st i mpact o f r unning co ncurrent cl osed and open hea ring for t he sa me l egal
proceeding.

2. COSTS OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.12 Under the proposed system, some cases which currently are heard in open with elements of the
relevant material excluded through PII would be heard instead in a combination of open and closed
court.
A.13 For these cases, t he addi tional cost per case (over and above the ‘do not hing’) from t he
introduction of the CMPs would depend on the following :


The nature of the CMP process. In particular, the length of hearings to determine whether the
CMP i s needed and how m uch o f t he ca se w ould i nvolve t he C MP pr ocess. This is likely t o
vary depend ing on t he t ype and co mplexity of t he ca se. I t co uld r ange f rom 1 – 5 day s of
hearing before the judge with arguments and evidence presented. The CMP component of the
main hearing is likely to mirror the actual length of open court component. It is assumed that in
most instances such CMP cases may run for 5 days, with scope to last as much as double that
(i.e. range up to 10 days, with a lower case of 2.5 days).



The level of support provided to government and non-State litigant for CMP purposes. It has
been assumed that government counsel would be in the region of 3 for most cases. The nonState litigant Special Advocate representation would also depend on j udicial decisions relating
to the nature of the case. It is envisaged in most civil cases there would at least be 2-4 special
advocates (Queen’s Counsel supported by Junior Barristers).



The costs to the judiciary in form of judicial and administration staff time. Judicial time would in
most cases not be limited to substantive hearings but also to administrative hearings.
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A.14 Table A 1 sets out t he u nit co st i nputs and the r esulting co st per ca se assu mptions respectively
that underpins the assessment. It is assumed that costs per case would vary between £0.02m and
£0.13m.
Table A1 : CMP Cost Per Case Assumptions
Central
Low
1 QC and 2
1 QC and 1
SA Support to Litigant
Junior Barristers
Junior Barrister
1 QC and 2
1 QC and 1
HMG Counsel
Junior Barristers
Junior Barrister
CMP Application Hearings
3 days
1 day
CMP Main Hearings
5 days
2.5 days
Cost per case (£m)
0.06
0.02

High
1 QC and 3
Junior Barristers
1 QC and 3
Barristers
5 days
10 days
0.13

A.15 The assessment of the total costs of introduction would depend on the volume of cases that would
now utilise the CMPs. The volume of civil cases has been estimated based on the following :
 Current volume of pending and stayed cases. Due to the absence of a c lear historic trend, we
have taken the current “pending” cases as the best snapshot in time and assumed that these
would decrease over time and stabilise annually in line with the current volume of PII certificates
annually requested 3.
 The majority of cases relate to judicial reviews, particularly exclusion and naturalisation cases,
with a few ca ses related t o ci vil cl aims and damages. Exclusion and nat uralisation judicial
review cases will be di verted to the SIAC with associated additional costs. These costs have
been included in the assessment.
 All j urisdictions are i ncluded i n t he anal ysis, al though S cotland and Northern Ireland a re
assumed to have substantially lower volume.
A.16 Chart A1 sets out the current assumed profile of sensitive ci vil cases. This assumes current live
cases would be dealt with in the first year, with stayed cases spread over the two years thereafter
alongside other emerging cases. The cases are assumed to stabilise around current PII certificates
applications.
Chart A1: Annual Civil Cases (Court Volum es)
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A.17 The addi tional co sts associated w ith t he i ntroduction o f C MPs are se t out i n Table A 2 4. T he
undiscounted co sts would r ange be tween £ 1m and £2m per annu m. The t otal di scounted cost
3

The assessment assumes that the relevant national security cases would fall under CMPS though in practice the Secretary of State will
consider whether PII or CMPS should apply. The analysis is therefore illustrative only by assuming all cases will go through CMPS, even though
there will in practice be a mix of PII/CMPS. Varying the assumption would not substantially change the net impact though it would change the
scale of costs and benefits.

4

This does not include reduction in costs from less PII process which are examined under the benefits section
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over the 10 year appraisal period would range between £3m and £20m , with a central estimate of
£9m.
Table A2: Civil CMPS Costs (£m) [Table A2]
Sensitivity Test Assumptions
Central
Low
High
Annul Aver (Und)
1
0
2
Appraisal Period (Disc)
9
3
20

3. BENEFITS OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.18 The proposed system would lead to benefits from the reduction of potential PII costs. There would
be cases which in the absence of the CMPs would have gone to an open court, with PII certificates
on se nsitive m aterial bu t w ould now ut ilise t he C MP pr ocess for so me part of the process with
other elements continuing to proceed in open court.
A.19 The main additional benefit is the reduction in PII certificates applications as a result of reduced
need to use su ch ce rtificates concerning ce rtain se nsitive i nformation. The bene fits are l ikely t o
include avoiding the following costs which are incurred under the current PII system:
i)

Reduced PII application hearings currently held as part of the disclosure process. T hese
currently ca n l ast for l ong pe riods. A s many as 12 hear ings can o ccur for a si ngle ca se as
various parties make their position known. For most of these hearings it is assumed that no
special advocate is used by the non-State litigant.

ii) Reduction in PII ex-parte hearings with HMG counsel. Under the current system, the judge may
request ex -parte hear ings with H MG co unsel t o hel p est ablish t he se nsitive nat ure of t he
material. Such hearings would usually last no more than 2 days of hearings.
A.20 The ex tent o f t he bene fits would depend on t he v olume o f P II cases. We have assu med t hat
across the three UK jurisdictions there would be about 15 PII related cases annually 5, with a lower
and upper bound range of 10 – 20 cases annually.
A.21 Table A 3 sets out t he uni t co st i nputs and t he r esulting P II sa vings per ca se assu mptions
respectively that underpins the assessment. It is assumed that costs per case would vary between
£0.05m and £0.09m. The case volumes are based on the current estimate of annual PII cases (not
certificates) that are issued across the three jurisdictions.
Table A3 : PII Savings Per Case Assumptions
Central
Low
1 QC and 2
1 QC and 1
HMG Counsel
Junior Barristers
Junior Barrister
1 QCs and 3
1 QC and 2
Litigant – Private
Junior Barrister
barrister
1 QC and 2
1 QC and 1
Litigant – SA
Junior Barristers
Junior Barrister
Judge Review of Case
2 day
1 day
PII Applications Hearings
7 days
5 days
PII Sensitive Case Hearings
1 day
1 day
Cases per annum
15 cases
15 Cases
Total
0.07
0.05

5

High
1 QC and 3
Barristers
1QC and 4
barrister
1 QC and 3
Junior Barristers
3 days
10 days
2 days
15 cases
0.09

The PII savings are therefore based on much lower volume than the CMPs costs. This is based on the assumption that many of the stayed
and pending cases have already incurred PII costs and therefore there are no feasible savings from those cases beyond the annual PII
certificate application costs. Changing this assumption may alter the results.
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A.22 The cost sa vings associated w ith the introduction o f CMPs are se t out i n Table A4. T he
undiscounted benefits are estimated at £1m per annum. The total discounted benefits over the 10
year appraisal period would range between £6m and £11m, with a central estimate of £8m
Table A4: PII Savings Benefits (£m)
Sensitivity Test Assumptions
Central
Low
High
Annul Aver (Und)
1
1
1
Appraisal Period (Disc)
8
6
11
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
A.23 In any proceedings, the requirement to utilise CMPs may have a financial saving to Government
from a reduced need to settle cases out of court. Though this financial gain is counted as a benefit
to Government (and taxpayer), it does not constitute an overall economic benefit in appraisal terms
because su ch ou t o f co urt se ttlement w ould ess entially co nstitute a t ransfer o f bene fits from the
litigant t o Government 6. I t is therefore sco red b oth as a cost to the l itigant and a bene fit t o
Government, which effectively translates as an overall zero impact on society 7. It should also be
noted t hat t here is no ce rtainty t hat Government w ould not st ill seek t o se ttle ev en after g oing
through t he CMP, al though it w ould se em a l ess likely out come, or that i t m ight hav e t o pay
compensation.

4. NET IMPACT OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.24 The net present v alue has been asse ssed over the appr aisal period. The proposed framework
would l ead t o net pr esent v alue of -£1m, w ithin t he r ange o f -£11m and £ 5m. T he overall
monetised ou tcome i s therefore l ikely t o be br oadly neutral annually as the uni t co sts of a new
CMP process would be broadly equivalent to the current PII process. The net present cost (£-1m)
is largely due to the “transition costs”. Tables A5 provides further detail for various scenarios.
Table A5: Discounted Costs and Benefits (£m, 2013-2022)
Scenario
Benefits
Costs
Net
Central Case
8
9
-1
Low Cost Per Case
8
3
5
High Cost per case
8
20
- 11
Low Benefits (PII savings)
6
9
-3
High Benefits (PII savings)
11
9
2

5. TECHNICAL ASSUMPTIONS
APPRAISAL APPROACH
A.25 The approach to appraisal that underpins the assessment is essentially an economic rather than a
financial one. A s such the eco nomic appraisal se eks to co mpare the oppor tunity co st o f t he
resources employed in the production of a good or service against the social benefits to society of
producing the good or service. It therefore differs from a financial appraisal that seeks to measure
where the financial burden lies.
6

It is assumed that under most damages cases the litigants would be UK residents though not necessarily UK nationals.
This argument of course does not apply to non-State litigant representation costs because it is assumed such ultimately fall to Government
through legal aid and Special Advocate costs.

7

11

A.26 In the context of justice the opportunity cost relates to the cost of an additional trial (case). That is
to say by employing given resources in a particular trial (case), those resources are deprived from
being used elsewhere. The opportunity costs would include the costs associated with the following
- judicial t ime, de fence and pr osecution t ime. These co sts are usu ally e xpressed i n m oney
values. The cost o f l egal ai d by g overnment and court fees paid to government a re r egarded a s
transfer pay ments and t herefore unnece ssary. In other w ords it relates to t he di stribution o f t he
costs of producing justice and are therefore rightly ignored.
UNIT COSTS
A.27 The Unit Cost assumptions are set out in Table A6. The costs have been adjusted for non-wage
labour costs.
Table A6 : Unit Costs Assumptions
(All figures adjusted for non-wage labour costs at 21.2%)
CMP Element
Description
Cost (£)*
Queens Counsel
Based on existing market rates
£241 per hour
Junior Barristers
Based on existing market rates
£121 per hour
Judicial Costs
High Court judge’s time, which is estimated from
£345 per hour
the judicial wages and overheads to represent the
opportunity cost of time spent hearing the case
Court Courts
Court administration costs based on appropriate
£145 per hour
staffing levels as provide from court management
systems data.
*All figures adjusted for non-wage labour costs at 21.2%

A.28 The appraisal modelling assumptions used are: policy appraisal length 2013-22; real discount rate
– 3.5%; price base (2010/11); and, non-wage labour cost adjustment – 21,2%.
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Title:
Justice and Security Bill – Norwich Pharmacal
IA No: MOJ152

Impact Assessment (IA)

Lead department or agency:
Ministry of Justice
Other departments or agencies:
Cabinet Office and Home Office

Stage: Final
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RPC Opinion: RPC Opinion Status

Date: 19/06/2012
Source of intervention: Domestic
Type of measure: Primary legislation
Contact for enquiries:
justiceandsecurity@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk

Cost of Preferred (or more likely) Option
Total Net Present
Value

Business Net
Present Value

Net cost to business per
year (EANCB on 2009 prices)

In scope of One-In, Measure qualifies as
One-Out?

£3m

N/A

N/A

Yes/No

In/Out/zero net cost

What is the problem under consideration? Why is government intervention necessary?

In a landmark case in 1974 the House of Lords held that where a third party who had been mixed up
(innocently or otherwise) in arguable wrongdoing by another held information relating to that arguable
wrongdoing, a court could compel that party to disclose information in order to assist that person to seek
redress in relation to that wrongdoing. This is now known as a Norwich Pharmacal Order. In recent years,
the courts have considered applications for Norwich Pharmacal relief where the disclosure sought is
sensitive information the disclosure of which would be damaging to national security and international
relations. The Government assesses that the disclosure of such information in those proceedings – and
the ongoing availability of Norwich Pharmacal as a possible route for claiming sensitive disclosure - is
causing damage to national security.
What are the policy objectives and the intended effects?

The government proposes to legislate to remove the jurisdiction of the courts to hear Norwich Pharmacal
applications seeking disclosure of “sensitive information”. This includes information held by, obtained from
or relating to the intelligence services (including the intelligence activities of Her Majesty’s forces or the
Ministry of Defence); and information specified in a judicially reviewable Ministerial certificate which may be
issued where the Secretary of State considers disclosure of that information would be damaging to the
interests of national security or international relations. The policy objective is to prevent the courts ordering
disclosure of information where that disclosure would damage the interests of national security or
international relations. The intended effect is to protect these national interests, including international
cooperation to tackle terrorism and other threats.
What policy options have been considered, including any alternatives to regulation? Please justify preferred
option (further details in Evidence Base)

A legislative proposal to remove the jurisdiction of the courts to hear Norwich Pharmacal applications where
information held by the intelligence services, and to permit judicially reviewable Ministerial certificated
exemptions for other sensitive material (as defined in the Bill).
The base case against which the proposal is examined is one in which there are no changes to how
Norwich Pharmacal cases are handled in the United Kingdom. This would mean that the current problems
would continue to persist with ongoing negative impacts on the United Kingdom – foreign partners that
share sensitive information with the Government, and our intelligence agencies that generate sensitive
information will continue to have inadequate confidence in the Government’s ability to hold that information
in confidence and so may share or generate less sensitive information in the future, thus jeopardising our
national security.
Will the policy be reviewed? It will/will not be reviewed. If applicable, set review date: Month/Year
Does implementation go beyond minimum EU requirements?
Micro
Are any of these organisations in scope? If Micros not
exempted set out reason in Evidence Base.
Yes/No
What is the CO2 equivalent change in greenhouse gas emissions?

< 20
Yes/No

Yes / No / N/A
Small
Medium Large
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Traded:
Non-traded:

I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that (a) it represents a fair and reasonable view of the
expected costs, benefits and impact of the policy, and (b) that the benefits justify the costs.

Signed by the responsible Minister:

Date:
1

19/06/2012
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Policy Option 1

Description: Limiting Norwich Pharmacal Cases
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Price Base
Year 2010

PV Base
Year 2011

COSTS (£m)

Time Period
Years 10

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m)
Low: 2

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

High: 3

Best Estimate: 3

Average Annual

Total Cost

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

0

1

High

Optional

0

1

Best Estimate

1

Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

There would be new costs if Norwich Pharmacal applicants chose to challenge the Ministerial certificates
issued to exempt non-intelligence service sensitive information from disclosure. A lthough likely to be rare,
such challenges may still impose some costs. These impacts would be i n form of private legal costs and
general judicial time and expenditure.
Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’

Removing the po ssibility o f N orwich P harmacal ap plications s eeking di sclosure o f s ensitive i nformation
may lead to negative impacts on UK nationals, residents and businesses seeking to use that information in
other proceedings, in particular, in f oreign proceedings. These measures may impact on t hose
proceedings by limiting the availability of ev idence for use i n t hose p roceedings. This m ay have
consequential impacts for example on the length and cost of those proceedings. The extent to which the
unavailability of s uch i nformation through N orwich P harmacal appl ications would i mpact on other
proceedings is unclear, in particular, given that these measures will not affect other mechanisms which
exist for obtaining such information.

BENEFITS (£m)

Total Transition

(Constant Price)

Years

Average Annual

Total Benefit

(excl. Transition) (Constant Price)

(Present Value)

Low

Optional

0

3

High

Optional

0

4

Best Estimate

4

Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

The proposal may ultimately lead to savings from a reduction in legal proceedings costs. Fewer Norwich
Pharmacal cases seeking sensitive information would be heard in UK courts. The savings would be in the
form of reduced judicial and government counsel time; government officials (policy / lawyers); and potential
special advocate cost savings where special advocates might have been appointed; and legal aid costs
Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’

The proposal would lead to greater certainty about the extent to which there can be disclosure of sensitive
material for the use in other proceedings; improved protection of sensitive information; resource savings as
fewer cases will go to court, because Norwich Pharmacal relief will not be available for certain categories of
material, some resource savings for the intelligence agencies; and there would be i mproved international
confidence as foreign governments will have greater reassurance that their material will be appr opriately
protected.
Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks

Discount rate (%)

3.5

The assessment is sensitive to assumptions on the volume of cases; and, the unit cost assumptions for
legal representation and judges. The analysis is also sensitive to standard appraisal assumptions e.g.
appraisal period, where possible sensitivity tests have been undertaken.
BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 1)
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:

In scope of OIOO?

Measure qualifies as

Costs:

Yes/No

IN/OUT/Zero net cost

Benefits:

Net:

2

1. INTRODUCTION
1

This Impact Assessment (IA) accompanies the Justice and Security Bill. It assesses the proposals
designed t o r espond to t he challenges in cases w here a cl aimant se eks disclosure o f sensitive
material in order to assist another set of proceedings, usually taking place abroad. The IA presents
the ev idence base su pporting t he r ationale f or i ntervention and est imates of the co sts, bene fits,
risks and wider impacts attached to the Government’s proposal. It follows the procedures set out in
the Impact Assessment Guidance and is consistent with the HMT Treasury Green Book.

2

The IA aims to identify, as far as possible, the impacts of the proposals on society. A critical part of
the process is to undertake a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) of the proposals. CBA assesses whether
the proposals would deliver a positive impact to society, accounting for economic, social and where
possible seeks to show how those impacts are distributed across the a ffected gr oups. The IA
should therefore not be confused with a financial appraisal, which is focused purely on asse ssing
how much resource government would save from certain proposals.

3

The cost benefit analysis underpinning this IA rests on answering two basic questions: what is the
problem that the proposals are seeking to address that has led the relevant sector not to function
properly; and, in what way can Government intervention help mitigate this problem? What options
are available to resolve the resultant problems, and would the available options recommended
have t he desi red i mpact? T o es tablish a ca se f or G overnment ac tion, an asse ssment o f the
possible costs and benefits of Government involvement must be made to show that benefits are
likely to outweigh the costs

4

In addressing these questions, the IA has focussed mainly on key-monetised and non -monetised
impacts, with the aim of understanding what the net social impact to society might be from
restricting the jurisdiction to obtain disclosure of sensitive information known as “Norwich
Pharmacal” relief.

5

A Norwich Pharmacal order is an equitable remedy developed by the courts in England and Wales
(with an eq uivalent jurisdiction in Northern Ireland), requiring a r espondent to disclose information
to the applicant, for use in another set of proceedings. There is no equivalent remedy in Scotland.
The respondent must be m ixed up i n arguable wrongdoing by another, whether innocently or not,
and is unlikely to be a party to the other set of proceedings. An order will only be granted where the
court exercises its discretion to grant this equitable relief.

6

Norwich Pharmacal Co & Others v Customs and Excise Commissioners was the first case of this
kind. It involved the owner and exclusive licensee of a patent for a c hemical compound called
furazolidone. Unlicensed consignments of the compound were imported into the UK, but Norwich
Pharmacal Co. was unable to identify the importers. They wished to do so as they wanted to bring
legal pr oceedings a gainst those i nfringing their patent. The C ommissioners held i nformation t hat
would identify the importers but would not disclose this, claiming that they had no aut hority to give
such information.

7

The House of Lords held that where a third party who had been mixed up in another’s wrongdoing
had i nformation r elating t o t hat w rongdoing, t he co urt could co mpel the t hird par ty t o assi st t he
person suffering damage by giving them that information. This is known as a ‘Norwich Pharmacal
Order’. I n r ecent y ears, su ch appl ications have been m ade ag ainst Government for se nsitive
information.

2. LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL
8

The Government is proposing to legislate to remove the jurisdiction of the courts to hear Norwich
Pharmacal applications in respect of “sensitive information”. T his is (a) information (i) held by an
intelligence service, (ii) obtained from, or held on behalf of, an intelligence service, (iii) derived i n
whole or part from information obtained from, or held on behalf of, an intelligence service, or (iv)
relating to an intelligence service, or (b) information specified or described in a certificate issued by
the Secretary of State, in relation to the proceedings, as information which the respondent should
not be ordered to disclose. Where such a certificate is issued, the party seeking disclosure may
apply to the court for a review. The review would be conducted on judicial review principles.
3

AFFECTED GROUPS
9

The legislative proposal covered in this IA will affect all of the United K ingdom, with particular
impacts on the following groups:
 the judiciary, as the body which developed this common law j urisdiction, and as the body
before which any legal challenges in relation to the legislation will be brought;
 legal service providers, both for government and private litigants;
 Government, including in particular the security and intelligence agencies; and,
 foreign governments in particular their intelligence agencies, who sh are se nsitive
information with the UK.
 the general public, as users of the justice system and beneficiaries of national security
measures;

3. RATIONALE FOR PROPOSAL
10

Relief under ‘Norwich Pharmacal’ principles is intended to be exceptional. Until recent years it had
not been use d to obt ain i nformation, the di sclosure o f w hich would cause damage t o national
security and international relations. N onetheless, it has been a g rowing area of litigation, with the
Government having defended no fewer than nine such cases since 2008.

11

The problem of the extension of the Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction in this way has hitherto been
generally confined to cases where disclosure of sensitive material is required in order to assist in
proceedings overseas, although the problem could in theory arise in the future in cases in which
sensitive disclosure is ordered for use in proceedings within the UK.

12

Cases of this kind hav e had a di sproportionate i mpact on ou r i nternational, di plomatic and
intelligence r elationships with f oreign governments. T hose g overnments, i n par ticular t he U S
government, hav e ex pressed co ncern about t he U K g overnment’s ability to pr otect se nsitive
intelligence information shared by it in confidence.

13

The Government i s concerned t hat se nsitive i nformation, i ncluding t hat bel onging t o our
intelligence partners may be obt ained by individuals through this recent development in our justice
system. If the situation is allowed to continue, this has the potential to further undermine the trust
and co nfidence our l iaison par tners hav e in our abi lity t o pr otect t heir s ensitive i nformation and
damage efforts to protect the public. There is also concern that the disclosure of domestic
intelligence material held by or relating to the intelligence services under Norwich Pharmacal is and
would cause damage to national security.

4. BASE CASE
14

IA Guidance requires that all options are assessed against a common ‘base case’. The base case
for this IA is one in which there are no ch anges to how Norwich Pharmacal cases are handled in
the U nited Kingdom. This would m ean t hat t he current pr oblems set ou t under Section 3 would
continue t o persist with on-going impacts on the United Kingdom. As the base ca se compares
against itself, the net present value is zero 1.

5. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL
15

This section sets out: the costs and benefits of the legislative proposal, as compared against the
base case (“do nothing”) set out under Section 4. It also explains the associated assumptions and
sensitivities and associated risks and sensitivities.

1

However, it should be noted that certain drivers / factors are likely to change over time and may amplify the profile of impacts within the base
case over time relative to the current year.

4

COSTS OF PROPOSAL

Monetised Costs
16

The p roposed framework m ay l ead t o co sts from po tential l egal ch allenges associated w ith
reviewing certificates. Such challenges will be b ased on j udicial review principles and are likely to
be very rare, as most of the material sought in sensitive Norwich Pharmacal cases is intelligence
agency material which will be absolutely excluded.

17

The nature of the judicial review process, which is dominated by written submissions, would
suggest that the overall costs likely be less than £0.10m per annum. These costs include HMG and
private l egal co sts; and judicial ex penditure. T he ov erall co st ov er 10 ye ars is estimated a t n o
more £1m.

Non-Monetised Costs
18

Removing t he pos sibility of N orwich P harmacal appl ications seeking di sclosure of sensitive
information may l ead t o neg ative i mpacts on U K nat ionals, r esidents and busi nesses seeking to
use t hat i nformation i n ot her pr oceedings, i n par ticular, in f oreign proceedings. T hese m easures
may impact on those proceedings by limiting the availability of evidence for use in those
proceedings. This may hav e co nsequential i mpacts for ex ample on t he l ength and co st o f t hose
proceedings. The extent to which the unavailability of such information through Norwich Pharmacal
applications would impact on other proceedings is unclear, in particular, given that these measures
will not affect other mechanisms which exist for obtaining such information.

BENEFIT OF PROPOSAL

Monetised Benefits
19

The proposal would lead to a reduction in Norwich Pharmacal applications. This would potentially
lead to annual savings of between £0.4m and 0.5m. The total discounted saving over the full 10
year appr aisal per iod would r ange bet ween £ 3m and £ 4m. The ce ntral benef it i s £4m. A f ull
assessment is set out Annex A.

Non-Monetised Benefits
20

There would be non-monetised benefits including the following:
 Greater certainty about how sensitive material is handled.
 Resource savings - fewer court hearings resulting in time savings for employees of the agencies
and the Secretary of State. Though some of these benefits are monetised, other aspects are not
– see Annex A.
 International confidence – foreign relations. Foreign agencies will have greater reassurance that
their material is protected

NET IMPACT OF PROPOSAL
21

The legislative proposal would generate a net positive impact of around £3m over 10 years (20132022). Table 1 provides the full range of sensitivity tests results.

22

We have al so asse ssed t he non -monetised i mpacts of the p roposal. I n g eneral limiting No rwich
Pharmacal ca ses would l ead t o certainty t hat i ntelligence se rvices material w ill not be di sclosed
pursuant to this jurisdiction. It will give international partners greater reassurance that their material
is protected w hich m ay further st rengthen U K se curity ef forts. H owever, this has to be bal anced
against the possibility of some negative impacts on individuals in those instances where the
disclosure bei ng so ught w ould be benef icial i n ot her pr oceedings, i n par ticular, foreign
proceedings.
5

Table 1 : Discounted Costs and Benefits of Removing Norwich
Pharmacal Provision (£m, 2013-2022)
Benefits
Costs
Net
Scenario
Central Case
4
1
3
Test 1: Low Cost Per Case
3
1
2
Test 2: High Cost Per Case
4
1
3
ASSUMPTIONS
Standing
23

An important consideration for any IA is the relevant scope of the assessment. The scope of this
IA includes:
 Impacts that fall on UK residents and nationals. This means focusing on assessing the impacts
of the proposals on those in t he UK and UK nationals abroad who may be affected by the
proposals.
 Impacts that fall on both present and future generations. In line with the HMT Green Book and
IA Guidance, the appraisal assesses whether any of the options will yield a posi tive net social
benefit to all who may be affected by it. As the Green Paper proposals will continue in the
distant future, we have appraised the impacts between 2013 and 2022 (10 years), with a real
discount rate of 3.5%.

Technical Assumptions
24

The m onetised asse ssment i s sensitive t o t he t echnical assu mptions set at Annex A. T hese
include assumptions relating to volume of cases; appraisal assumptions and policy scope. Where
possible sensitivity tests have been undertaken to quantify the scale of uncertainty.
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ANNEX A
APPRAISAL OF NORWICH PHARMACAL CASES
A.1

This Annex assesses the impact of the legislative proposal to remove the jurisdiction of the courts
to hear Norwich Pharmacal applications in relation to sensitive material.

CURRENT FRAMEWORK
A.2

The usual Norwich Pharmacal procedure is as follows, though in many instances the differences
across cases means that there’s no one size fits all:
a) A claim for Norwich Pharmacal relief against the Government is issued (although a claim may
also be i ssued a gainst a non -Government pa rty hol ding Government or iginated se nsitive
information). The court hears the Norwich Pharmacal application. This has, historically, usually
been a cl osed m aterial pr ocedure ( with sp ecial ad vocates representing t he i nterests of t he
individual in the closed proceedings) and the individual and his lawyers being present during the
open parts. The judge would consider each limb of the Norwich Pharmacal test if all of the limbs
were in dispute.
b) If a fter hear ing t he case, t he co urt i s minded t o or der di sclosure, t hen H MG may seek P II
protection of that material. As part of that process, the Minister states, in a PII certificate, that it
is in the public interest that the material be w ithheld. These certificates are then put before the
relevant court for consideration.
c) The co urt w ill t hen det ermine t he bal ance bet ween t he pub lic interest i n withholding t he
evidence and the public interest in disclosing the information. The material cannot be r eleased
to the individual if the public interest in withholding the information outweighs the public interest
in disclosing it.

A.3

In the event that the judge disagrees with the Government about the balance of public interest, the
Government would hav e no ch oice but t o r elease it hav ing exhausted t he ex isting pr ocesses.
In most cases the likely result is an appeal to higher courts.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.4

The l egislative pr oposal is to r emove t he j urisdiction o f t he co urts to h ear Norwich Pharmacal
applications where i nformation hel d by t he i ntelligence se rvices, a nd t o pe rmit reviewable
Ministerial certificated exemptions for other sensitive material.

A.5

A certified exemption is a certificate signed by a Secretary o f State that disclosure o f material
would be co ntrary t o the i nterests of na tional se curity or i nternational r elations and t herefore
determining t hat t he m aterial should be e xempt from a Norwich Pharmacal application. This
certificate could be judicially reviewed by the party seeking disclosure.

BENEFITS OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.6

The proposed framework w ould lead to savings from r eduction i n l egal proceedings costs,
including in relation to PII costs. Fewer sensitive Norwich Pharmacal cases would be hear d in UK
courts. The main elements of the savings are likely to include the following :
i)

Potential r eduction i n gov ernment w orkload from t he need t o review Norwich P harmacal
applications. T his is likely to include coordinating across government. However, any potential
savings in this area are difficult to determine.

ii) Reduction i n N orwich Pharmacal hearings before t he co urt, si nce the jurisdiction w ould be
limited to disclosure of material that is not sensitive information. This will reduce judicial and
government counsel time 2 and the time of officials.
iii) Reduction in PII certification and hearing costs where the HMG has been directed to release
the information but wishes to claim PII.
2

The benefits associated with reduced case congestion (positive externalities) are not included.
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A.7

The quantification of impacts has focused mainly on (ii). The analysis has also assumed that all
cases proceed through a direct Norwich Pharmacal rather than alternative routes. This offers an
approximate quantification of potential savings. Potential savings related to reduction in
government co ordination workload and r educed PII ce rtification a re no ted i n t he m ain se ction o f
the IA, but not quantified. The extent of the benefits would depend on the volume of Norwich
Pharmacal cases. We have assumed there are currently around 4 cases per year, with a potential
to rise to as many as 10 cases per year (2015 onwards).

A.8

Table A1 sets out the unit cost inputs and the resulting savings per case assumptions respectively
that un derpins the asse ssment. It i s assumed that t he sa vings per ca se w ould v ary bet ween
£0.03m and £0.05m.
Table A1 : Norwich Pharmacal Per Case Assumptions
Sensitivity Test Scenarios
Central
Low
High
1 QC and 2
1 QC and 1
1 QC and 3
HMG Counsel
Junior Barristers
Junior Barrister
Barristers
1 QCs and 3
1 QC and 2
1QC and 4
Litigant – Private
Junior Barrister
barrister
barrister
1 QC and 2
1 QC and 1
1 QC and 3
Litigant – SA
Junior Barristers
Junior Barrister
Junior Barristers
Judge Review of Case
2 day
1 day
3 days
Court Hearings
7 days
5 days
10 days
4 rising to 10 by
4 rising to 10 by
4 rising to 10 by
Cases per annum
2015
2015
2015
0.03
0.05
Cost per case
0.04

A.9

The cost savings associated with proposals are set out in Table A2. The undiscounted benefits are
around £0.4m per annum. The total discounted benefits over the 10 year appraisal period would
range between £3m and £4m.

Table A2: Norwich Pharmacal Disclosure - Direct Savings (£m)
Sensitivity Test Scenarios
Central
Low
High
Annual Average (Undiscounted)
0.4
0.4
0.5
Appraisal Period (Discounted)
3.6
2.9
4.3
COSTS OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.10 The proposed framework may lead to a new costs from potential legal challenges associated with
challenges to any Ministerial certificates. We have assumed that such challenges are likely to be
very rare, as most of the material sought in sensitive Norwich Pharmacal cases is agency material
which will be absolutely excluded.
A.11 The na ture o f the judicial r eview pr ocess, w hich i s dominated by w ritten su bmissions, w ould
suggest that the overall costs likely be less than £0.1m per annum. These costs include HMG and
private legal costs; and, judicial expenditure. The overall costs over 10 years are estimated at no
more £1m.
NET IMPACT OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A.12 The net p resent bene fit has been asse ssed ov er t he appr aisal per iod. The pr oposed framework
would lead to net present benefit of £3m. Tables A3 provides further detail.
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Table A4 : Discounted Costs and Benefits of Removing Norwich
Pharmacal Provision (£m, 2013-2022)
Scenario

Benefits
4
3
4

Central Case
Low Cost Per Case
High Cost Per Case

Costs
1
1
1

Net
3
2
3

TECHNICAL ASSUMPTIONS
Appraisal Approach
A.13 The approach to appraisal that underpins the assessment is essentially an economic rather than a
financial one. A s such the eco nomic appraisal se eks to co mpare the opportunity co st o f t he
resources employed in the production of a good or service against the social benefits to society of
producing the good or service. It therefore differs from a financial appraisal that seeks to measure
where the financial burden lies.
A.14 In the context of justice the opportunity cost relates to the cost of an additional trial (case). That is
to say by employing given resources in a particular trial (case), those resources are deprived from
being used elsewhere. The opportunity costs would include the costs associated with the following
- judicial t ime, de fence and pr osecution t ime. These co sts are usu ally e xpressed i n m oney
values. The cost o f l egal ai d by g overnment and court fees paid to government a re r egarded a s
transfer pay ments and t herefore unnece ssary. In other w ords it relates to t he di stribution o f t he
costs of producing justice and is therefore rightly ignored.
Unit Cost Assumptions
A.15 The unit cost assumptions are set out in Table A5. The costs have been adjusted for non-wage
labour costs.
Table A5 : Unit Costs Assumptions
CMP Element
Queens Counsel
Junior Barristers
Judicial Costs

Court Courts

Description
Based on existing market rates
Based on existing market rates
High Court judge’s time, which is estimated from
the judicial wages and overheads to represent the
opportunity cost of time spent hearing the case
Court administration costs based on appropriate
staffing levels as provided from court
management systems data.

Cost (£)*
£241 per hour
£121 per hour
£345 per hour
£145 per hour

*All figures adjusted for non-wage labour costs at 21.2%

A.16 The appraisal modelling assumptions used are: policy appraisal length 2013-22; real discount rate
– 3.5% ; price base (2010/11); and, non-wage labour cost adjustment – 21.2%.
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